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Executive Summary 

Border Adjustment Measures in US Climate Policy 

Discussions in the United States have been accelerating over the past year about the 

possible adoption of a nationwide emissions trading scheme and how to address issues 

concerning the competitiveness of American industries, as well as the related problem 

of carbon leakage. The discussions are likely to become even more intense in 2009 with 

the advent of a new Congress and new Administration. The purpose of this report is to 

inform those discussions and to advance understanding of the issues in other countries. 

It does so by focusing on the potential role of one of the mechanisms to address the 

competitiveness and leakage concerns, namely the use of border adjustment measures. 

The analysis addresses a wide range of issues concerning border adjustment measures 

– including elements in proposed US legislation and the prospects for passage of cap-

and-trade legislation; questions about design features of border adjustment measures 

in discussions in the US and their prospects for inclusion in possible future legislation; 

the compatibility or incompatibility of proposed legislation with World Trade Organiza-

tion (WTO) rules and obligations; a comparison of the debates in the EU and US about 

the adoption of border adjustment measures; and the prospects for international coor-

dination among the EU, US and other countries in the development of the post-2012 

climate regime. 

Conclusions 

The principal conclusions are as follows. First, it is likely that future US cap-and-trade 

legislation will include a provision addressing the related issues of competitiveness and 

developing country participation. Border adjustment measures, which have been in-

cluded in nearly all of the major recent bills in Congress, are a prime candidate in this 

regard. There have been some important changes in these bills with respect to the tim-

ing of the measures (which has been brought forward); the definition of ‘comparable 

action’ of other countries (which has been interpreted more narrowly); and the cover-

age of goods (which has been expanded). The adoption of border adjustment measures 

is supported by various public and private actors, although their effectiveness in terms 

of addressing the various concerns (competitiveness, carbon leakage, developing coun-

try participation) is still disputed. 

Second, although the provisions included in the most prominent cap-and-trade bill, the 

Climate Security Act of 2008, have been designed to minimize chances of incompatibil-

ity with WTO law, compliance with world trade law cannot be guaranteed. It is thus still 

possible that a similar provision in eventual legislation is challenged. In particular, the 

provisions of the Climate Security Act can be argued to violate the most-favored nation 

principle of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Although it is possible 

that the measure might still be saved by the environmental exception of the GATT, this 

cannot be taken for granted. 
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Third, a comparison of the debates on addressing leakage and competitiveness in the 

US with the EU reveals that the EU is more sensitive about the possible use of border 

adjustment measures, although the option is not discarded. Instead, the focus in the EU 

is rather on assessing which (sub-)sectors might be prone to the risk of carbon leakage 

rather than on designing trade measures to protect the industrial competitiveness of 

energy-intensive industries 

Finally, given the possible inevitability of countries unilaterally adopting border adjust-

ment measures, there is a case for international coordination about the possible use of 

such measures. This coordination could seek to avoid adverse impacts on the ongoing 

negotiations in both the climate and the trade regime, and could ensure that such 

measures are not used as disguised protectionism. However, it is still an open question 

what features of border adjustment measures should be discussed at the international 

level, and in which forum such discussions should be held. 

Policy Recommendations 

The main implications for policy include that border adjustment measures should be 

limited to (sub-)sectors for which no alternative measures are feasible or desirable, and 

should be based on an comprehensive analysis of the extent to which these (sub-

)sectors are at risk of carbon leakage. In addition, to increase the WTO compatibility of 

border adjustment measures and increase the political chances for international coop-

eration on climate change, the US should not impose these measures too quickly after 

the enactment of a domestic cap-and-trade system. Furthermore, it is important that 

any determination of which countries have taken ‘comparable action’ takes into ac-

count different national circumstances in developing countries that might be affected 

by the border adjustment measure, and account for climate policies that do not put a 

price on carbon. 

Given the political sensitivities of adopting unilateral trade measures, it makes sense for 

European and American policy-makers to jointly discuss the possible use of border ad-

justment measures, ideally together with potentially affected developing countries. In 

these discussions, countries intending to adopt border adjustment measures should 

stress and explain the environmental rationale of these measures, and should be able 

to argue why they are not protectionist. Ideally, international discussions on border ad-

justment measures should link the possible use of trade measures to positive incentives 

for developing country participation in a future climate regime. 
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1. Introduction 

The year 2009 is of major importance for the future of international efforts to combat 

global climate change. In December 2009, Parties to the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) are expected to come to an agreement that 

provides for international climate action beyond the first commitment period of the 

Kyoto Protocol (post-2012). At the same time, two key players – the United States and 

the European Union – are expected to make progress in developing their domestic cli-

mate policies.  

There are still some key uncertainties about the new climate change treaty, related to 

its timing (when will it be concluded, and will there be an agreement at all?); substance 

(what kind of commitments will it contain and for whom?); and participation (who will 

sign and ratify?). Given these uncertainties about the shape of international climate 

policy, two interrelated problems have been highlighted in the domestic discussions in 

both the US and the EU, namely carbon leakage and competitiveness. 

With regard to competitiveness, there are concerns that industries exposed to interna-

tional competition will be adversely affected by climate policies vis-à-vis their interna-

tional competitors that operate in countries that do not have binding emission reduc-

tion targets in place, or that have otherwise less strict climate policies. A related yet dis-

tinct concern is carbon leakage. Carbon leakage generally refers to an increase of emis-

sions in countries without climate policies that can be related to emissions reductions 

in countries with climate policies in place. Carbon leakage can occur, among others, 

through a shift of consumption of carbon-intensive goods towards cheaper import sub-

stitutes, resulting in more carbon-intensive production in other jurisdictions or through 

relocation of industrial production to regions without a carbon price. 

There is a wide range of measures available that could be taken to address competi-

tiveness and leakage concerns arising from the implementation of carbon pricing poli-

cies, such as emissions trading schemes. These measures can be divided into the follow-

ing three categories:
1
 1) measures that mitigate the carbon costs imposed by the trad-

ing scheme, such as free allocation of tradable emission allowances, expanding the 

scope and coverage of a scheme or state aid (Figure 1.1, left column); 2) measures at 

the border that level the international playing field, in either the exporting country with 

a lower carbon price, or in the importing country with a higher price (Figure 1.1, middle 

column); or 3) measures creating a similar carbon price through the conclusion of inter-

national (sectoral) agreements (Figure 1.1, right column). 

                                                   
1
  Karsten Neuhoff, Tackling Carbon: How to Price Carbon for Climate Policy (Cambridge, UK: 

Climate Strategies, 2008), 112. 
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Domestic Cost Mitigation     Border Measures          International Agreements 

Figure 1.1 Three methods to address competitiveness and leakage concerns.
2
 

Each of these measures has its own advantages and drawbacks, in terms of economic 

and environmental effects, legal acceptability and political feasibility. This report fo-

cuses on one of these options in particular: the use of offsetting measures at the border 

(border adjustment measures). In the literature on border adjustment measures, two 

broad design options are commonly distinguished: 1) border tax adjustments; and 2) 

the requirement for importers to surrender allowances at the border. A border tax ad-

justment would require importers to pay a charge equivalent to a tax applied to goods 

produced domestically, whereas a requirement to surrender allowances permits goods 

to enter a country only if a certain amount of emission allowances are purchased that 

reflect the greenhouse gases emitted during the production process of the good. Al-

though no such measures have yet been adopted, they are being considered in the con-

text of greenhouse gas emissions trading schemes in both the European Union and the 

United States.  

Most academic analyses so far have analyzed the effectiveness of such measures in 

achieving the stated environmental and economic objectives,3 or focused on the com-

patibility of these measures with international law, in particular the agreements of the 

                                                   
2
  Ibid. 

3
  See, for example, Carolyn Fischer and Alan K. Fox, Comparing Policies to Combat Emissions 

Leakage: Border Tax Adjustments Versus Rebates (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Fu-

ture, 2009); Ben Lockwood and John Whalley, Carbon Motivated Border Tax Adjustments: 

Old Wine in Green Bottles?  NBER Working Paper 14025 (Cambridge, MA: National Bureau 

of Economic Research, 2008); Tom Manders and Paul Veenendaal, Border Tax Adjustments 

and the EU-ETS (The Hague: CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, 2008); 

Warwick McKibbin and Peter Wilcoxen, The Economic and Environmental Effects of Border 

Tax Adjustments for Climate Policy (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2008); Julia Re-

inaud, Issues behind Competitiveness and Leakage. Focus on Heavy Industry (Paris: Interna-

tional Energy Agency, 2008), at 87-96. 
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World Trade Organization (WTO).4 The bottom line of these analyses is that both the 

environmental and economic effectiveness, as well as the legal acceptability of border 

adjustment measures depend on the specific design of such measures. Although some 

analysts point at the potential negative political implications,5 a comprehensive exami-

nation of the potential political effects of the adoption of such measures is still missing. 

Against this background, this report examines various aspects relating to the possible 

adoption of border adjustment measures as part of climate change legislation in the 

United States. In particular, it seeks to address the following questions: 

1. What are the latest developments in the legislative debate on a federal greenhouse 

gas emissions trading scheme in the United States? What are the prospects for cap-

and-trade legislation under the new Administration? 

2. What is the background of border adjustment measures in the discussions on US 

cap-and-trade legislation? What design features have been proposed by different 

actors? What are the prospects for border adjustment measures in future cap-and-

trade legislation? 

3. What is the compatibility of proposed border adjustment measures in US cap-and-

trade legislation with WTO law? What are the key features of border adjustment 

provisions relevant to WTO law? 

4. How do the debates on including border adjustment measures in the EU and the US 

compare? 

                                                   
4
  See, for example, Gavin Goh, “The World Trade Organization, Kyoto and Energy Tax Adjust-

ments at the Border,” 38 Journal of World Trade (3/2004), 395-423; Frank Biermann and 

Rainer Brohm, “Implementing the Kyoto Protocol without the USA: The Strategic Role of 

Energy Tax Adjustments at the Border,” 4 Climate Policy (2005), 289-302; Javier de Cendra, 

“Can Emissions Trading Schemes be Coupled with Border Tax Adjustments?,” 15 Review of 

European Community and International Environmental Law (2006), 131-45; Roland Ismer 

and Karsten Neuhoff, “Border Tax Adjustment: A Feasible Way to Support Stringent Emis-

sions Trading,” 24 European Journal of Law and Economics (2007), 137-64; Joost Pauwelyn, 

US Federal Climate Policy and Competitiveness Concern: The Limits and Options of Interna-

tional Trade Law (Durham, N.C.: The Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions, 

2007); Matthew Genasci, “Border Tax Adjustments and Emissions Trading: The Implications 

of International Trade Law for Policy Design,” 2 Carbon & Climate Law Review (1/2008), 33-

42; ; Arjun Ponnambalam, “U.S. Climate Change Legislation and the Use of GATT Article XX 

to Justify a “Competitiveness Provision” in the Wake of Brazil-Tyres,” 40 Georgetown Jour-

nal of International Law (2008), 261-289; Reinhard Quick, “‘Border Tax Adjustment’ in the 

Context of Emission Trading: Climate Protection or ‘Naked’ Protectionism,” 3 Global Trade 

and Customs Journal (2008), 163-75; Francesco Sindico, “The EU and Carbon Leakage: How 

to Reconcile Border Adjustments with the WTO?,” 17 European Energy and Environmental 

Law Review (12/2008), 328-40; Jochem Wiers, “French Ideas on Climate and Trade Policies,” 

2 Carbon & Climate Review (1/2008), 18-32. 
5
  Aaron Cosbey, Border Carbon Adjustment (Winnipeg: International Institute for Sustainable 

Development, 2008), 6-7; and Trevor Houser et al., Leveling the Carbon Playing Field: Inter-

national Competition and U.S. Climate Policy Design (Washington, D.C.: Peterson Institute 

for International Economics/World Resources Institute, 2008), 55-57. 
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5. What are the prospects for international coordination on border adjustment meas-

ures between the EU, the US and other countries in a post-2012 world? 

The research methodology for this report consists of an assessment of the various legis-

lative proposals in the US Congress, as well other relevant policy documents. In addi-

tion, recent literature on US climate policy and climate and trade interactions has been 

examined. Finally, to complement the above, interviews have been carried out with a 

variety of experts on US climate policy and the design of border adjustment measures. 

Because of the sensitive nature of the subject, the responses used in the report are not 

attributed to individual respondents. The research has been completed late February 

2009. 

The report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 first provides the context for the more 

detailed discussion on border adjustment measures, by discussing the various legisla-

tive initiatives at the federal level in the US, and discussing the outlook for federal cap-

and-trade legislation under a new Obama Administration. Chapter 3 then focuses on 

the discussions on border adjustment measures in the US. It discusses their background 

and rationale, the key design features in several legislative proposals, and the prospects 

of adoption of a border adjustment provision in future US cap-and-trade legislation. 

Chapter 4 examines the compatibility of the various design features with WTO law. In 

particular, it specifies the key contentious issues from a legal point of view, and indi-

cates the issues on which there is some consensus among lawyers. Chapter 5 contrasts 

the US discussions on climate-related border adjustment measures with those in the 

EU. Chapter 6 then examines the prospects and challenges for coordination of the use 

of border adjustment measures between the US, the EU, and possibly other countries. 

Finally, Chapter 7 provides concluding thoughts as well as policy and research recom-

mendations. 
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2. New Directions in US Climate Policy 

2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter addresses the following questions: What policies will the Obama Admini-

stration pursue? What Congressional preferences are likely to be operative? And what 

are the prevailing business attitudes and public opinions that contribute to the political 

context within which policy will be adopted? The analysis focuses on the context for the 

adoption of cap-and-trade legislation. 

2.2 The New Administration’s Policy Preferences 

There is no doubt about the new US Administration’s commitment to action on climate 

change. President Obama’s Senate record of co-sponsoring climate legislation, such as 

the McCain-Lieberman bill, speeches during the election campaign, his comments and 

personnel appointments during the transition period all strongly indicate that he would 

like to take a variety of actions on climate change, including in particular the establish-

ment of an economy-wide mandatory cap-and-trade system.  

The President’s Executive Order and associated speech on 26 January, within a week of 

taking office, offered early evidence of his commitment to take action on climate 

change.
6
 In particular, he ended the previous administration’s legal opposition to the 

effort by California to establish carbon dioxide limits on the tailpipe emissions of auto-

mobiles, and he announced his intention to seek more stringent automotive fuel effi-

ciency measures.  

The creation of a White House level position of climate change ‘czar’ – occupied by 

Carol Browner, former head of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – is a 

specific tangible institutional signal of the President’s intention to give climate change 

issues high priority. Similarly, his appointment of Todd Stern, who was the chief US cli-

mate negotiator in the 1990s, to be the lead person on climate change issues in the 

State Department has been widely interpreted as a further signal of the seriousness of 

the administration’s determination to re-engage in international efforts to address cli-

mate change issues. 

Furthermore, there is widespread support for action on climate change among many 

other key members of the Administration. In particular, Vice-President Joe Biden spon-

sored the first climate change bill in the US Congress in 1986. More recently, in 2008, 

he co-sponsored a bill, along with two Republicans and a fellow Democrat, to establish 

an International Clean Energy Fund to facilitate transfers of climate-friendly technolo-

gies to developing countries. Although the proposal was not acted on during the 2008 

                                                   
6
  The full transcript of the speech is available at: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2009/01/26/AR2009012601147_pf.html (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
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session of the Congress, it may become law during 2009, though it faces a variety of ob-

stacles before that can happen. Similarly, Secretary of State Clinton had a record in the 

Senate of supporting cap-and-trade legislation and other climate change measures. 

Steven Chu, the Secretary of Energy, has been outspoken in his support for more seri-

ous US action to address climate change. Among the key White House advisors, John 

Holdren, Director of the Office on Science and Technology, and Jane Lubchenco, Chair 

of the Council on Environmental Quality, also have records of supporting serious action 

on climate change. 

The climate change team in the new administration has a record of supporting the crea-

tion of a strong national cap-and-trade system and increased funding for climate 

friendly technologies prior to their joining the new administration. 

2.3 New Developments in Congress 

In both the Senate and the House of Representatives, members’ positions on climate 

change issues are strongly influenced by their party affiliations and their regional loca-

tions. Regional variations, furthermore, are strongly – but not perfectly – correlated 

with industry patterns. Economic geography and political geography are thus important 

to understanding Congressional action (and inaction) on climate change issues. We be-

gin with party factors. 

The party distributions in the new Congress that convened in January 2009 are as fol-

lows: Democratic majorities of 59 to 41 in the Senate and 257 to 178 in the House of 

Representatives. There are thus substantial Democratic majorities in both the Senate 

and the House. As the majority party, Democrats now also chair all relevant committees 

with jurisdiction over greenhouse gas regulation, and the recent replacement of Repre-

sentatives John Dingell (D-MI) and Rick Boucher (D-VA) as Chairs of the Committee on 

Energy and Commerce and the Subcommittee on Energy and Air Quality, respectively, 

by Representatives Henry Waxman (D-CA) and Edward Markey (D-MA), implies that the 

House will be far more proactive in regulating greenhouse gases during the current 

111th Congress." However, because of procedural peculiarities in the Senate concern-

ing the cloture of debate and the ratification of treaties, the simple Democratic major-

ity is not sufficient to pass climate change legislation. In particular, the fact that 60 Sen-

ate votes are needed to close debate on a bill requires that some Republicans must join 

with Democrats, so that a vote on the substantive merits of a bill can occur. At the 

same time, the Democratic majority can lose supporters from within its own ranks for 

climate change legislation for either a cloture vote or a final vote on the merits. 

The distribution of votes in the summer of 2008 on the cloture procedural vote on the 

Boxer-Lieberman-Warner bill to establish a cap-and-trade system is illustrative of the 

nature of these vote distribution issues. In Table 2.1, the partisan division is indicated. It 

is evident there that an overwhelming majority (80%) of Democrats voted in favor, 

while an overwhelming majority of Republicans (82%) voted against cloture of the de-

bate. 
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Table 2.1  Partisan distributions in the 2008 cloture vote on the Boxer-Lieberman-

Warner bill. 

 Democrats Republicans 

Yes 41 7 

No 10 32 

 

Because this was only a procedural vote about whether to end debate, however, the 

results do not necessarily indicate how each Senator would have voted on the substan-

tive merits of the bill if such a vote could have been taken. To address this issue, there 

are fortunately two additional pieces of evidence that can be brought to bear. First, six 

absent Senators announced that they would have voted for the bill if they had been 

present. Second, however, ten Senators who had voted for the procedural motion indi-

cated that they had serious reservations about several of the specific provisions of the 

bill and would not have been able to vote for it in the end without major revisions. 

These pieces of evidence are reflected in Table 2.2, where it is evident that on balance 

the net support for the substance of the bill to establish a mandatory cap-and-trade 

system was only 44. 

Table 2.2  Post-hoc adjustments to the Senate 2008 cloture vote on the Boxer-

Lieberman-Warner bill. 

Senators who voted in favor of closure 48 

Would have supported if present 6 

Subtotal 54 

Would not have voted for bill without changes 10 

Apparent net support for cap-and-trade bill 44 

     

The fate of future cap-and-trade bills in the Senate is therefore uncertain, both in terms 

of the 60 votes needed to end debate and in terms of the 51 votes needed for support 

of the substance of the legislation; this is true even with the increased size of the De-

mocratic majority following the 2008 elections.
7
 Gaining 67 votes to support a climate 

change treaty will obviously be yet more challenging. 

The regional industry splits within the parties will be an important determinant of the 

resolution of these challenges. On the one hand, there were seven Republicans – most 

of them from Northeastern states – who voted with the Democratic majority in 2008. 

On the other hand, there were ten Democrats – many of them from automotive states 

in the Midwest and oil-and-gas or coal states in the South – who voted against the bill. 

Whether the numerical and personnel changes resulting from the 2008 election will 

                                                   
7
  Technically, only 50 votes of the Senators are needed for a simple majority (assuming all 

100 vote). If there is a 50/50 tie, then the Vice President, can vote to break the tie – in this 

case Vice-President Biden. 
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significantly alter these internal party differences enough to yield fundamentally differ-

ent outcomes on key votes will only become clear as the new members indicate their 

policy preferences.  

In addition to these questions about voting distributions, there are three important 

procedural issues that have been raised in the context of discussions about the future 

of climate change legislation. The first is the possibility of using international trade 

agreement voting procedures as a precedent for voting on international climate change 

agreements.
8
 Specifically, international trade agreements – including the WTO agree-

ments – are not considered treaties for purposes of incorporating their provisions into 

US law.
9
 Rather, they are considered ‘executive agreements’ or ‘congressional-

executive agreements’. Their passage by the Congress thus does not require a two-

thirds favorable vote in the Senate, as is required of treaties by the Constitution. In-

stead, simple majorities of both the Senate and the House are required. There are also 

requirements for the administration to consult with the Congress before and during the 

international negotiations, and there are prohibitions against Congressional amend-

ments during the approval process. It might be possible to adopt similar procedures for 

international climate change agreements, though any such attempt would encounter 

intense opposition among Senators determined to protect the Senate’s treaty-ratifying 

role. Second, it might be possible for the Administration to establish a cap-and-trade 

system – or at least some elements of one – through administrative action, without 

specific legislation being passed by Congress.
10

 Such an action could be legally justified 

on the basis of the 2007 Supreme Court case, Massachusetts v. EPA, in which the court 

said that the EPA had the legal authority under existing Clean Air legislation to regulate 

greenhouse gases.
11

 Third, if Congress enacts a domestic cap-and-trade program, then 

international linkage agreements might be adopted as executive or executive-legislative 

agreements, in lieu of a treaty. 

Although each of these scenarios would entail significant legal issues and political risks 

as well, they nevertheless pose interesting alternatives to the presumed conventional 

procedural approaches to enacting climate change legislation and obtaining Congres-

sional approval for international climate change agreements. Further, there may well 

be combinations or other variations on these basic scenarios. 

                                                   
8
  This possibility has been discussed in particular in Nigel Purvis, Paving the Way for U.S. Cli-

mate Leadership: The Case for Executive Agreements and Climate Protection Authority. RFF 

Discussion Paper 09-09 (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, 2008). 
9
  Bilateral investments treaties (BITs) are an important exception. 

10
  An advisor to candidate Obama mentioned this possibility in an interview with Bloomberg 

News in October 2008. See Jim Efstathiou, Jr., ‘Obama to Declare Carbon Dioxide Dangerous 

Pollutant (Update 1), Bloomberg.com (16 October 2008). 
11

  For a discussion of the details and implications of the case, see for instance 

http://www.pewclimate.org/epavsma.cfm (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
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2.4 Business and Labor Positions 

As the above discussion of the economic and political geography of climate change in 

Congress briefly suggests, there are important differences among industries in their po-

sitions on climate change issues. Basic patterns in the US are generally similar to those 

in Europe: firms and industry associations in greenhouse gas intensive industry sectors 

and sub-sectors – including coal, steel, and automobiles – are among the most opposed 

to serious action on climate change. In addition, major firms in the US oil industry have 

also been the most opposed. Even within these industries, though, there are important 

variations among firms in their positions on climate change policy, including offsetting 

border measures. There are also of course variations among firms within sectors such 

as financial services, where there is generally more support for action on climate 

change.
12

 

The US International Business Council (USIBC), which represents the interests of large 

multinational firms – most of them with headquarters in the US, and some with US sub-

sidiaries of foreign parent firms – has generally opposed many forms of potential US 

government actions on climate change, including participation in the Kyoto Protocol as 

well as the establishment of a mandatory cap-and-trade system. On the other hand, 

there is a formalized US business coalition – the US Climate Action Partnership (USCAP) 

– that supports the creation of a US cap-and-trade system as well as participation in a 

post-2012 international climate regime. There are, furthermore, two other US business 

organizations that also support action on climate change: The Climate, Community & 

Biodiversity Alliance (CCBA), and Business for Innovative Climate and Energy Policy 

(BICEP). Table 2.3 summarizes the three organizations in favor of climate action, and 

Table 2.4 lists their corporate members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
12

  On the patterns in US business positions on climate change issues, including the splits within 

industries and differences between US-based corporations and European-based corpora-

tions, see Thomas L. Brewer, “The Pluralistic Politics and Public Choice Theories of Business 

and Government Responses to Climate Change,” in Paul G. Harris (ed.), Environmental 

Change and Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice (London: Routledge, 2009); see also Chapter 

4. 
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Table 2.3 US-based business organizations supporting action on climate change.
13

 

Organisation Year 

founded 

Purpose 

The Climate, 

Community & 

Biodiversity Al-

liance (CCBA) 

2004 The CCBA has developed and is promoting rigorous standards for 

evaluating land-based carbon projects. The CCBA Standards identify 

land-based climate change mitigation projects that simultaneously 

generate climate, biodiversity and sustainable-development bene-

fits. 

United States 

Climate Action 

Partnership 

(USCAP) 

2007 USCAP is an expanding alliance of major businesses and leading cli-

mate and environmental groups that have come together to call on 

the federal government to enact legislation requiring significant re-

ductions of greenhouse gas emissions. 

Business for 

Innovative Cli-

mate and En-

ergy Policy 

(BICEP) 

2008 BICEP’s goal is to work directly with key allies in the business com-

munity and with members of Congress to pass meaningful energy 

and climate change legislation that is consistent with our core prin-

ciples. 

 

Table 2.4 Corporate members of US-based climate change action organizations.
14

 

CCBA USCAP BICEP 

BP Alcoa FPL Group, Inc. Levi Strauss & Co.  

GFA Envest Gmbh American International Group General Electric Nike 

Intel Boston Scientific Corporation Johnson & Johnson Starbucks 

SC Johnson BP America Inc. Marsh, Inc. Sun Microsystems  

Caterpillar Inc. NRG Energy, Inc. Timberland Sustainable Forestry 

Management, Ltd. Chrysler LLC PepsiCo  

Weyerhaeuser ConocoPhillips PG&E Corporation  

 Deere & Company PNM Resources  

 The Dow Chemical Company Rio Tinto 

 Duke Energy Shell  

DuPont 

Exelon Corporation 

Siemens Corpora-

tion 

 Ford Motor Company Xerox Corporation  

 

The CCBA includes corporations, NGOs and research institutes that are interested in 

promoting solutions to land management problems associated with climate change. It 

has developed voluntary standards for land management projects in all parts of the 

world. 

                                                   
13

  See http://www.climate-standards.org; http://www.us-cap.org/about; and 

http://www.ceres.org/bicep, as summarized in Michael Stefanski, An End to Policy Uncer-

tainty?, paper prepared for a course titled Climate Change and Energy Issues for Business, 

Georgetown University, 2008. 
14

  See Stefanski, supra note 13. 
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USCAP’s goals for US legislation include the following: 1) mandatory approaches to re-

duce greenhouse gas emissions from the major emitting sectors including emissions 

from large stationary sources, transportation, and energy use in commercial and resi-

dential buildings that could be phased in over time, with attention to near-, mid- and 

long-term horizons; 2) flexible approaches to establish a price signal for carbon that 

may vary by economic sector and could include, depending on the sector: market-

based incentives; performance standards; cap-and-trade; tax reform; incentives for 

technology research, development, and deployment; or other appropriate policy tools; 

and 3) approaches that create incentives and encourage actions by other countries, in-

cluding large emitting economies in the developing world, to implement greenhouse 

gas emission reduction strategies. 

The third organization, BICEP, differentiates itself from USCAP. The composition of 

members includes more consumer goods companies, which are not major greenhouse 

gas producers compared to the energy, mineral and manufacturing companies compris-

ing USCAP. BICEP outlines several differences between its coalition and USCAP on its 

website.
15

 BICEP sets specific short and long-term reduction targets with a 1990 base-

line, as opposed to ‘today’s levels’ that USCAP sets. BICEP advocates that 100% of emis-

sion allowances should be auctioned, and it also encourages the use of more renewable 

energy sources compared to USCAP’s platform, as well as the rapid development of 

carbon capture and storage technology, while limiting new coal-fired power plants. 

How will the varying policy preferences of these and other business organizations and 

individual firms – and labor unions – play out as climate change issues are addressed by 

the Congress and the Administration? It is likely that the combination of business and 

labor groups that resist strong action on climate change will be able to exert enough 

pressure in the Congress to require compromises on several issues by members of Con-

gress and the administration who favor the strongest proposals, for instance on auc-

tioning versus free distribution of allowances. Furthermore, it is likely that business and 

labor organizations will be able to gain support for provisions that contain the costs of 

implementing a cap-and-trade scheme, or would affect their international competitive-

ness (see Chapter 3). 

2.5 Public Opinion 

Survey data have revealed for several years that there is more public support for US 

participation in the Kyoto Protocol and for other climate change policy measures than is 

commonly recognized, either inside or outside the US. Indeed, there is a bipartisan con-

sensus on many issues.
16

 Yet, it is also true that there remain politically significant divi-

sions in public opinion – along both partisan and regional lines, as one would expect 

                                                   
15

  See http://www.ceres.org/Page.aspx?pid=968. 
16

  Thomas L. Brewer, “U.S. Public Opinion on Climate Change Issues: Implications for Consen-

sus-Building and Policymaking,” 4 Climate Policy (2005), 359-76. For periodically updated 

reviews of survey data on climate change issues, see surveys and summaries of them re-

ported at http://www.WorldPublicOpinion.org. 
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from the discussion above about Congressional attitudes and votes. The public divi-

sions, however, are not so great as the divisions within Congress.  

Further, the distributions of US opinions are not so different from opinions in many 

other industrialized countries. For instance, a multi-country survey in late October/early 

November 2008 of more than a 1000 respondents in each country found that opinion in 

the US on a series of climate change issues was not fundamentally different from opin-

ions in France, Germany or the UK. In fact, as the data of Table 2.5 indicate, opinion in 

the US was more insistent or more positive than at least one of the European countries 

on each of three items, and opinion in the US was much more optimistic than in all of 

the European countries on the question of whether efforts to combat climate change 

will create jobs.
17

 

Table 2.5 US public opinion compared with selected European countries (%).
18

 

 US UK France Germany 

Very important or absolutely essential for 

government to take action to combat 

global warming 

46 43 53 49 

Efforts to combat global warming will defi-

nitely or probably increase number of jobs 

43 24 26 33 

Very important or absolutely essential for 

your country to take a leading role in the 

fight against global warming 

41 36 42 36 

 

Yet, it is also true that the sense of urgency in the US, as measured in other surveys, 

remains below that in many other countries. As the first line of Table 2.6 indicates, only 

42% of the US respondents in a 2008 Pew Survey said that climate change is a ‘very se-

rious problem’. Perhaps most importantly from a political standpoint, however, is that 

one-fourth (24%) of the US respondents considered climate change to be ‘not too seri-

ous’ or ‘not a problem’, compared with only single digits in three of the other countries 

and 15% in the UK. Where such lack of concern is highly concentrated in particular 

states or Congressional districts and where it may therefore be a majority of the popu-

                                                   
17

  A February 2008 Financial Times/Harris poll assessed people’s willingness to pay more for 

renewable energy. On average, US respondents were willing to pay 6.1% more for renew-

able energy – compared with 3.9% in the UK; 4.7% in France; 5.3% in Spain; and 4.4% in 

Germany. When the respondents were told an estimated additional amount renewable en-

ergy would cost them (€150/£110/$220 per month), Americans were among the least in-

clined to say they would pay the increase. See Shelley West, Global Public Opinion and Cli-

mate Change: How Does the United States Compare to the Rest of the World?, paper pre-

pared for a course titled Climate Change and Energy Issues for Business, Georgetown Uni-

versity, 2008. 
18

  Financial Times/Harris Poll, “Adults in Five Largest European Countries and the U.S. Suppor-

tive of Renewable Energy, But Unwilling to Pay Much More for It,” available at: 

http://www.harrisinteractive.com/harris_poll/index.asp?PID=875 (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
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lation, then of course there is likely to be a corresponding lack of concern among mem-

bers of Congress from those areas. Those members can have much influence on pro-

posed climate legislation in the Congress, when there are close votes in either the 

House or the Senate. 

Table 2.6  Level of concern about climate change in the US, selected European coun-

tries and Japan (%).
19

 

 US UK France Germany Japan 

Climate change is a very serious 

problem 

42 56 72 61 73 

Somewhat serious 30 28 24 29 22 

Not too serious/not a problem 24 15 4 9 5 

 

The differences in the distributions among the countries in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, particu-

larly the US relative to the others, can be explained by the types of attitudes being 

tapped by the questions. Whereas the items in Table 2.5 are about action, optimism 

and international leadership – all generic issues on which the US public may be ex-

pected to deviate from international norms – the issue in Table 2.6 is simply about the 

level of concern. Thus, while Americans may not be so worried about the problem, they 

may nevertheless believe that actions and American leadership are desirable and that 

addressing the problem is likely to have additional benefits beyond mitigating green-

house gas emissions. 

The partisan differences in the general public are not so strong as they are among 

members of Congress. Although there is stronger support for action on climate change 

among Democrats than among Independents or Republicans, there are nevertheless 

majorities among all three groups on many issues. For instance, national surveys in 

2004 and 2006 asked: ‘Do you favor or oppose legislation limiting US emissions of 

greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming or climate change?’ Majorities of 

all three groups in both years indicated that they favored such action (Table 2.7). How-

ever, three-fourths to four-fifths of the Democrats did so, while only three-fifths of Re-

publicans shared that view. 

Table 2.7  Comparisons of US public opinion across Party affiliations (percentages fa-

voring legislation limiting US GHG emissions).
20

 

Year of survey Democrats Independents Republicans 

2006 82 57 61 

2004 74 61 59 

 

                                                   
19

  Pew Global Attitudes Project, “America's Image Slips, But Allies Share U.S. Concerns Over 

Iran, Hamas. No Global Warming Alarm in the U.S., China,” 2006 survey, available at: 

http://pewglobal.org/reports/display.php?ReportID=252.   
20

  Opportunities for Bipartisan Consensus – 2007: What Both Republicans and Democrats 

Want in US Foreign Policy, available at: http://www.WorldPublicOpinion.org. 
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California reflects an even stronger consensus across all three groups – Democrats, In-

dependents and Republicans. Because there are periodic state-specific surveys with 

sample sizes of 1000 or more in conducted in California, a great deal is known about 

the patterns and trends of opinions on climate change issues there. In California, ma-

jorities of Republicans as well as Democrats have indicated their support for a variety of 

climate change measures, including the proposed state law regulating the greenhouse 

gas emissions of motor vehicles. At the same time, it should be noted that there are 

substantial differences in the proportions across the party identification groups in Cali-

fornia, as there are nationally.
21

 

2.6 Conclusions 

This chapter has shown that the new Administration will push for the adoption of a 

mandatory US cap-and-trade system. Although it will likely have majority support for 

the outlines of its proposals in both the House of Representatives and the Senate, it will 

also encounter serious opposition on a wide range of specific issues; so that it will al-

most certainly have to compromise on many design issues. Thus, it is likely that a do-

mestic cap-and-trade system will become law by the end of 2010, but it will inevitably 

reflect the diverse interests of many industries and regions and the results of a negoti-

ating process within a highly pluralistic legislative process. 

                                                   
21

  A national survey conducted by the Survey Research Laboratory at the University of Oregon 

survey makes it possible to compare opinions across regions. There has been a consensus 

across regions on several opinion items. There are substantial majorities among regions fa-

voring: US participation in the Kyoto Protocol; US reductions of greenhouse gas emissions, 

regardless of whether other countries do so; and US regulation of carbon dioxide in particu-

lar. Substantial majorities in all regions also supported renewable energy subsidies. At the 

same time, there was a national consensus cutting across these four regions against a gen-

eralized increase in the gasoline tax. Otherwise, though, there were some substantial re-

gional differences, with the Northeast consistently being the most supportive of action to 

address climate change and the South typically being the least supportive/most opposed. 

Thus, 42% of the respondents in the Northeast favored a business energy tax, while only 

22% in the South favored such a measure. Similarly, 65% of the Northeasterners favored a 

‘gas guzzler’ sales tax, while only 50% of the Southerners did so. See Anthony Leiserowitz, 

“American Opinions on Global Warming,” available at: 

http://www.decisionresearch.org/pdf/554.pdf (last accessed 27 January 2009).  
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3. Border Adjustment Measures in US Climate Policy 

3.1 Introduction 

The option to include border adjustment measures to address competitiveness and 

leakage concerns gained prominence in the United States after the company American 

Electric Power (AEP), supported by the trade union International Brotherhood of Elec-

tric Workers (IBEW), tabled a proposal in early 2007. This proposal was subsequently 

included – in a slightly altered form – in various legislative proposals in the Senate and 

the House of Representatives. Although no bill has yet been adopted by Congress, the 

provision has received much attention.22 This Chapter analyzes how border adjustment 

measures have featured in the legislative debate in the United States. It discusses the 

main design elements that have been proposed in different bills, and provides a brief 

analysis of the chances of such measures being a part of an eventual US cap-and-trade 

scheme. 

The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows. It first provides a background on 

how competitiveness concerns and developing country participation have played a piv-

otal role in the minds of American stakeholders. In that context, it sketches some of the 

main rationales behind the inclusion of border adjustment measures in US draft climate 

change legislation (Section 3.2). It then examines how the original proposal on border 

adjustment measures emerged, and how it has found its way into several bills proposed 

in the US Congress (Section 3.3). Next, it zooms in on the most prominent bill, the 2008 

Boxer Substitute Amendment of the Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act, and pro-

vides a detailed analysis of its provisions (Section 3.4). The following section compares 

the various bills, and discusses how the provisions have changed slightly over time (Sec-

tion 3.5). Finally, it discusses the prospects of the inclusion of a border adjustment pro-

vision in future US climate legislation (Section 3.6). The question of compatibility with 

world trade law is further discussed in the next Chapter. 

                                                   
22

  See, for example, Jason E. Bordoff, International Trade Law and the Economics of Climate 

Policy: Evaluating the Legality and Effectiveness of Proposals to Address Competitiveness 

and Leakage Concerns (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2008); Steve Charnovitz et 

al., Global Warming and the World Trading System (Washington, D.C.: Peterson Institute for 

International Economics, 2009); Richard Morgenstern, Addressing Competitiveness Concerns 

in the Context of a Mandatory Policy for Reducing U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Washing-

ton, D.C.: Resources for the Future); Peter R. Orszag, Issues in Designing a Cap-and-Trade 

Program for Carbon Dioxide Emissions, Testimony before the Ways and Means Committee, 

US House of Representatives (18 September 2008); Christopher L. Weber and Glen P. Pe-

ters, “Climate Change Policy and International Trade: Policy Considerations in the US,” 37 

Energy Policy (2009), 432-40.  
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3.2 Competitiveness Concerns in the US 

3.2.1 Background: Byrd-Hagel and the US’ Withdrawal from Kyoto 

Throughout the international climate change negotiations, the position of the United 

States has been influenced by concerns about the international competitiveness of its 

domestic industries.23 Before the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997, the US Senate 

had unanimously passed the Byrd-Hagel Resolution, declaring that the United States 

should not agree to binding commitments if the agreement was not accompanied by 

developing country commitments to reduce or limit emissions, or would cause serious 

harm to the United States economy.24 The concern is that the costs of compliance with 

climate policies would decrease the competitiveness of American industries vis-à-vis 

competitors from countries without emission limitation or reduction commitments; and 

that production would subsequently move abroad, with a loss of American jobs as a re-

sult. The Byrd-Hagel Resolution can be regarded as indicative of bipartisan American 

concerns about developing country participation and competitiveness during the period 

leading up to Kyoto.
25

 

The Kyoto Protocol was eventually never submitted to the Senate for ratification. In 

2001, following the unsuccessful sixth Conference of the Parties (COP) to the UNFCCC, 

the US Administration rejected the Kyoto Protocol as an agreement that was ‘fatally 

flawed in fundamental ways’.26 It reiterated the concerns expressed in Byrd-Hagel, stat-

ing that both China and India were exempted from taking on commitments under the 

treaty, and that the Kyoto targets ‘would have a negative economic impact, with layoffs 

of workers and price increases for consumers’.27 US climate policy since then has been 

notable for its absence of mandatory greenhouse gas emission reductions – in contrast 

with the EU – and its emphasis on research and development of clean technologies.28 

                                                   
23

  See, for example, Shardul Agrawala and Steinar Andresen, “Indispensability and Indefensi-

bility. The United States in the Climate Treaty Negotiations”, 5 Global Governance (1999), 

457. See also Guri Bang et al., “The United States and International Climate Cooperation: In-

ternational “Pull” vs. Domestic “Push”,” 35 Energy Policy (2007), 1283 (“[t]he image of un-

fair competition from low-cost countries exempted from emissions targets is part of the US 

climate policy discourse”). 
24

  The bipartisan Resolution was tabled by Senator Robert Byrd (D-WV) and Senator Chuck 

Hagel (R-NE), and passed by the Senate with a 95-0 vote, 105th Congress, 1st Session, S. 

Res. 98. 
25

  Interview 9. 
26

  Press Release, White House, President Bush Discusses Global Climate Change (11 June 

2001), available at: http://georgewbush-

whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/06/20010611-2.html (last accessed 5 March 

2009). 
27

  Ibid. 
28

  See Guri Bang et al., “Future U.S. Climate Policy: International Re-engagement?” 6 Interna-

tional Studies Perspectives (2/2005), 285-303. 
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Although more than ten years have passed since, and much happened – including no-

tably the Protocol’s entry into force – it would be naïve to assume that the concerns 

expressed in the Resolution have died away completely. Both the Bush Administration 

and Congress have indicated that protecting the competitiveness of American indus-

tries and developing country participation remain important preconditions for the US’ 

participation in a post-2012 international climate change agreement. The skeptical 

stance towards Kyoto was once more repeated by President Bush in April 2008: ‘[t]he 

impact of this agreement … would have been to limit our economic growth and to shift 

American jobs to other countries – while allowing major developing nations to increase 

their emissions’.29  

Likewise, competitiveness has featured in Congressional discussions on designing future 

US climate policy. In 2005, a nonbinding ‘sense of the Senate’ Resolution was adopted, 

which called for mandatory limits on greenhouse gas emissions, both conditions fea-

tured again.30 However, in the Senate debate on the Climate Security Act, Senators Joe 

Biden (D-PA) and Richard Lugar (R-IN) introduced a Resolution that was supported by 

15 Senators from both parties, including President Obama. The Resolution acknowl-

edged that the type of commitments for developed and developing countries may be 

different given varying national circumstances.31 In the preparation of draft cap-and-

trade legislation, the Energy and Commerce Committee of the House of Representa-

tives also dedicated a White Paper to the issue in January 2008, followed by a hearing 

in March of the same year, providing an indication that these concerns also still matter 

in the House.32 Furthermore, the House Select Committee on Energy Independence and 

Global Warming released a staff report in October 2008, in which it recommends that 

climate change legislation should ‘include “carrots” and “sticks” to ensure that major-

emitting developing countries, like China and India, take comparable action on global 

                                                   
29

  Press Release, White House, “President Bush Discusses Global Climate Change” (16 April 

2008), available at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2008/04/20080416-6.html 

(last accessed 5 January 2009). 
30

  S. Amdt. 817 to H.R. 6, 109th Cong. (2005) (agreed to by Senate by a vote of 66 to 29 on 

June 21, 2006). The conditions were that the measures “(1) will not significantly harm the 

United States economy; and (2) will encourage comparable action by other nations that are 

major trading partners and key contributors to global emissions”. 
31

  See Tim Profeta and Cathleen Kelly, The U.S. Climate Policy Debate. How Climate Politics are 

Moving Forward on Capitol Hill and in the White House (Washington, D.C.: The German 

Marshall Fund of the United States, 2008), 13. 
32

  House of Representatives, Committee on Energy and Commerce, Climate Change Legisla-

tion Design White Paper: Competitiveness Concerns/Engaging Developing Countries (31 

January 2008). More information on the hearing can be found at 

http://energycommerce.house.gov/cmte_mtgs/110-eaq-

hrg.030508.ClimateWhitePaper.shtml. 
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warming – and to avoid negative effects on the competitiveness of U.S. industry’.33 The 

ongoing concerns should be seen in the light of the international climate change nego-

tiations, where the US seeks to move other major economies – including China and In-

dia – to sign up to binding commitments,34 and reports that China has now surpassed 

the US in terms of absolute greenhouse gas emissions.35 

3.2.2 The Rationale for Border Adjustment Measures in the US 

It is important to view the proposal for offsetting measures at the border in the context 

of the concerns described in the previous section. In particular, the use of border ad-

justment measures in US climate policy can be traced back to the following inter-

related rationales: 

• A stick for developing countries: The first rationale for border adjustments is to pro-

vide a political stick for developing countries, in particular China and India, to take 

on quantitative emission reduction or limitation commitments in a future climate 

agreement.36 Under this argument, border adjustment measures would provide the 

US with a credible threat to incentivize developing country participation.37 What is 

interesting about this rationale is that, if effective, it would mean that the border 

adjustment measures might not need to be used against other countries.38 

• Free riding by developing countries: With regard to the second rationale, it is argued 

that developing countries would free ride on the American efforts to mitigate cli-

mate change.39 According to this argument, developing countries would reap the 

                                                   
33

  House of Representatives, Select Committee on Energy Independence and Global Warming, 

Final Staff Report for the 110th Congress (31 October 2008), available at: 

http://globalwarming.house.gov/tools/3q08materials/files/0064.pdf (last accessed 29 Janu-

ary 2009). 
34

  See supra note 29. 
35

  See MNP, “China Now no. 1 in CO2 emissions; USA in Second Position,” Press Release (June 

19, 2007), available at: 

http://www.mnp.nl/en/service/pressreleases/2007/20070619Chinanowno1inCO2emissions

USAinsecondposition.html (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
36

  Michael G. Morris, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer, American Electric 

Power, Testimony before the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and 

Air Quality (5 March 2008), available at: 

http://energycommerce.house.gov/cmte_mtgs/110-eaq-hrg.030508.Morris-testimony.pdf 

(last accessed 27 January 2009). 
37

  See Bordoff, supra note 22, 6; Morgenstern, supra note 22, 115. See also Interview 5. 
38

  Andrew W. Shoyer, “How the International Reserve Allowance Program Operates within 

Proposed US Climate Change Legislation,” Presentation (October 2008), available at: 

http://www.rieti.go.jp/en/events/bbl/08100301_1.pdf (last accessed 27 January 2009); see 

also Morris, supra note 36, 9. 
39

  Interview 5. See also Hearing Statement of Senator Max Baucus (D-Mont.) Regarding The In-

ternational Aspects of a Carbon Cap and Trade Program (14 February 2008), available at: 

http://finance.senate.gov/hearings/statements/021408mb.pdf (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
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global benefits from reduced greenhouse gas emissions in the United States, but 

would not be faced with the additional costs of emission reductions.40 

• Leveling the playing field for American industries: The third rationale is ensuring a 

level playing field for American energy-intensive industries exposed to international 

competition.41 Among these industries are the cement, iron and steel, aluminium, 

glass, chemical, and pulp and paper producers. 

• Carbon leakage: A fourth rationale for border adjustments is more related to its en-

vironmental effects. It is argued that, without such a provision, greenhouse gas 

emissions outside the United States would increase if cap-and-trade legislation 

would be adopted.42 

• Garnering support for cap-and-trade legislation: Although the last rationale is re-

lated to the concerns about competitiveness and developing country participation, 

this motivation is more pragmatic: proponents of cap-and-trade legislation view the 

inclusion of a border adjustment provision as crucial for securing sufficient support 

for such legislation in light of the aforementioned concerns.43  

From an academic point of view, not all of these rationales are equally valid. The extent 

to which the threat of trade measures is actually effective in persuading other countries 

in taking a particular course of action has been questioned by previous research on 

trade sanctions.44 In addition, empirical analyses point to the fact that not all American 

industries are exposed to international competition,45 and that border adjustment 

measures, if adopted, would not provide the most effective means of protection.46 Fur-

thermore, despite the rhetoric that can be found in various documents on the subject, 

countries like China are taking domestic action as well, and for some primary goods 

carbon-intensity in the United States is even higher.47 Nevertheless, in assessing the 

likelihood of the adoption of border adjustments, it is important to note that it is not 

the validity of these motivations that matters, but rather their existence. The question 

                                                   
40

  Thomas Brewer, The Trade and Climate Change Joint Agenda (Brussels: Centre for European 

Policy Studies, 2008), 8-9. 
41

  See, e.g., Morgenstern, supra note 22, 115. 
42

  Bordoff, supra note 22, 3-4. 
43

  Interview 8. See also Bordoff, supra note 22, 6. 
44

  Houser et al., supra note 5, 57.  
45

  See Houser et al., supra note 5, 45 (“[d]espite the concern about carbon-intensive imports 

from China, they account for less than 10 percent of all but cement imports”); see also We-

ber and Peters, supra note 22, 435 (noting the small share of energy-intensive goods in US 

imports and exports).  
46

  For example, an analysis of the Climate Security Act indicated that the effect of border ad-

justment measures would be “minimal”. See US EPA, EPA Analysis of the Lieberman-Warner 

Climate Security Act of 2008: S. 2191 in 110th Congress (14 March 2008), 84. See also 

Fischer and Fox, supra note 3. Furthermore, the border adjustment measure could be cir-

cumvented by obscuring the national origin of a good by redirecting it through countries 

that have been deemed to take ‘comparable action’. See Houser et al., supra note 5, 56. 
47

  Houser et al., supra note 5, 46-51. 
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is thus not whether Chinese industries indeed jeopardize the competitiveness of Ameri-

can industries, but rather whether they are perceived to do so.48 

3.3 The IBEW/AEP Proposal and its Incorporation in Proposed Legislation 

3.3.1 The IBEW/AEP Proposal 

Border adjustment measures came to the forefront in 2007, when an American Electric 

Power (AEP) representative and former staff member of Senator Byrd, Martin 

McBroom, raised the idea of including such measures to ensure China and India’s par-

ticipation in climate change mitigation efforts.49 AEP secured support of one of the 

largest labor unions, the International Brotherhood of Electric Workers (IBEW). In an 

op-ed released in February 2007, the leaders of AEP and IBEW argued, first, that a post-

2012 treaty should include a requirement for allowances to accompany exports from 

major emitting nations; and second, that the US should include such a requirement in 

its domestic cap-and-trade legislation.50 They argued that ‘[t]o unilaterally cap Amer-

ica’s emissions, while ignoring other major emitting nations, is a fatally flawed ap-

proach, which would compromise our competitiveness, jeopardize American jobs, and 

harm the global environment’.51 The main motivations thus cited include the protection 

of the international competitiveness of American industries – important clients of AEP – 

and jobs, as well as the prevention of a global increase in greenhouse gas emissions 

through a shift in energy-intensive production.52 In addition, the ‘stick’ rationale fea-

tures in AEP’s position.53 

AEP/IBEW sought to craft a proposal that would be as WTO compatible as possible.54 

The key elements of the rough proposal are as follows:55 

• Coverage of goods: a narrow focus on greenhouse gas intensive goods, whose emis-

sions can be monitored with ‘reasonable accuracy and administrative ease’.56 

• Country coverage: only applies to countries that have not taken ‘comparable ac-

tion’, and excludes countries with low emissions or high poverty. 

                                                   
48

  Interview 3. 
49

  E&E Daily, “Trade Sanctions Emerge as Tool to Force China and India to Curb Emissions” (21 

March 2007). The emphasis in the proposal is in particular on China, as is evident from the 

testimony of AEP’s CEO, Michael Morris, supra note 36, 5-6. 
50

  See Michael G. Morris and Edwin D. Hill, “Trade is the Key to Climate Change”, Energy Daily 

(20 February 2007), available at:  

 http://www.ujae.org/globalwarming/hill%20morris%20article%20in%20energy%20daily%2

0feb%2020%2007.pdf (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
51

  Ibid. 
52

  See also Morris, supra note 36. 
53

  Ibid., 9. 
54

  Shoyer, supra note 38. 
55

  Morris, supra note 36, 8-11. 
56

  Ibid., 8. 
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• Negotiations: measures are applied only after good faith negotiations have been 

conducted to convince other countries to take action. 

• Timing of measures: the measures could be implemented around 5 years after legis-

lation is passed in Congress. 

As we will see below, these elements can be found back in various cap-and-trade bills 

that have been proposed since, albeit with slight variations. The most prominent of 

these, the Climate Security Act, will be discussed in detail in the next section. This sec-

tion first briefly discusses the other bills in which a border adjustment provision is in-

cluded. A comparison of all the bills is provided in Section 3.5. 

3.3.2 Border Adjustment Measures in Bingaman-Specter 

The AEP/IBEW proposal immediately drew attention from several policy-makers, includ-

ing those drafting cap-and-trade bills at that time. One of them was Senator Jeff Bin-

gaman (D-NM), who in July 2007 proposed a bill (the ‘Low Carbon Economy Act’) to-

gether with Senator Arlen Specter (R-Pa).57 The original draft of this bill did not yet con-

tain strong provisions on industrial competitiveness.58 However, the AEP/IBEW proposal 

was included in the form of legislative text in the final version of the Bingaman-Specter 

bill.59  

The bill followed the AEP/IBEW proposal in terms of country and good coverage, as well 

as the need to first aim to negotiate an international agreement. However, two notable 

changes were made: first, the Bingaman-Specter bill suggests creating a separate pool 

for international reserve allowances;60 second, the date of entry into effect was post-

poned to 2020.61 

3.3.3 Border Adjustment Measures in the House of Representatives 

In 2008, two legislative proposals that also included border adjustment measures were 

introduced in the House of Representatives, largely following the design of the Binga-

man-Specter bill. The bills were introduced around the same time as the Boxer-

Lieberman-Warner bill was defeated in the Senate (see Chapter 2). The first of these 

bills, the ‘Investing in Climate Action and Protection Act’ was tabled on 4 June 2008 by 

Representative Edward Markey (D-MA), Chairman of the House Select Committee on 

                                                   
57

  Senate Bill S. 1766, introduced by the Democrat Senator Jeff Bingaman (D-NM) and the Re-

publican Senator Arlen Specter (R-Pa) on 11 July 2007 (“Low Carbon Economy Act of 2007”, 

hereinafter LCEA 2007), available at: 

http://energy.senate.gov/public/_files/END07842_xml1.pdf (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
58

  Interview 7. 
59

  Sec. 502 LCEA 2007. 
60

  Sec. 502 (f) (4) (A) (ii) (II) LCEA 2007. 
61

  Sec. 502 (f) (1) (A) LCEA. Interviews 7, 9. 
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Energy Independence and Global Warming.62 The second bill, the ‘Climate MATTERS 

Act’ originated in the House Ways and Means Committee was proposed by Lloyd Dog-

gett (D-TX) just over two weeks later.63 The changes proposed in these two bills, com-

pared to the Bingaman-Specter bill, are relatively minor (see Table 3.1). 

Before these proposals were published, in January 2008, Representatives John Dingell 

(D-MI), Chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee and Rick Boucher (D-

VA) released a White Paper on international competitiveness and developing country 

participation.64 In the White Paper, three proposals to address competitiveness con-

cerns and encourage developing country participation were discussed: 1) border ad-

justments along the lines of the AEP/IBEW proposal; 2) carbon-intensity performance 

standards for energy-intensive industries; and 3) imposing carbon market access condi-

tionalities through a mix of carrots and sticks.65 The White Paper further provided that 

climate legislation should be: 1) adopted within a timeframe ‘that meets both environ-

mental and trade competitiveness concerns’; 2) ‘reasonably certain’ to withstand a 

WTO challenge; and 3) designed ‘on terms that pose acceptable risks to U.S. interests in 

the event of a negative WTO determination’.66 Following a hearing in March 2008, 

Dingell and Boucher published a discussion draft of their own bill in October. The draft 

included once again a provision modeled after the Bingaman-Specter proposal (see Ta-

ble 3.1). 

3.4 Border Adjustment Measures in Boxer-Lieberman-Warner 

3.4.1 Overview 

Border adjustment measures in the Boxer Substitute Amendment of the Lieberman-

Warner Climate Security Act67 are included in a section that has as its goals, inter alia, to 

promote ‘a strong global effort to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions’ and to 

                                                   
62

  House of Representatives Bill H.R. 6186, introduced by Representative Edward Markey (D-

MA) on 4 June 2008 (“Investing in Climate Action and Protection Act”, hereinafter iCAP 

2008), available at: http://markey.house.gov/docs/energy_environment/icap_act_final.pdf 

(last accessed 27 January 2009). 
63

  House of Representatives Bill H.R. 6316, introduced by Representative Lloyd Doggett (D-TX) 

on 19 June 2008 (“Climate Market, Auction, Trust & Trade Emissions Reduction System Act 

of 2008”), available at: http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-

bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=110_cong_bills&docid=f:h6316ih.txt.pdf (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
64

  See House of Representatives, Committee on Energy and Commerce, supra note 32. 
65

  Ibid., 8. 
66

  Ibid., 2. 
67

  Senate Bill S.2191, introduced by the Independent Senator Joseph I. Lieberman (I-CT) and 

the Republican Senator John W. Warner (R-VA) on 18 October 2007, in the version of the 

Boxer-Lieberman-Warner Substitute of 21 May 2008 (“Lieberman-Warner Climate Security 

Act of 2008”, hereinafter ACSA 2008), available at: 

http://lieberman.senate.gov/documents/amendment.pdf (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
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ensure ‘that greenhouse gas emissions occurring outside the United States do not un-

dermine the objectives of the United States in addressing global climate change’.
68

 The 

provision was copied from the Bingaman-Specter bill to secure support from more con-

servative members of the Senate Subcommittee on Private Sector and Consumer Solu-

tions to Global Warming and Wildlife Protection.69 

The objectives of the provision are thus framed in terms of environmental effects. No-

tably absent in the objectives is any reference to the protection of international com-

petitiveness and/or jobs,70 although in accompanying documents indications about 

these rationales can be found.71 Although these may thus still be important motivations 

for the provision, their absence in the text of the bill may have implications for com-

patibility with the WTO rules, as we will see in Chapter 4. 

The provision in Subtitle A of Title XIII of the bill, perhaps somewhat dubiously entitled 

‘Promoting Fairness While Reducing Emissions’ is extensive, covering over 40 pages of 

the bill. This section seeks to explain and discuss the various elements of the border ad-

justment provision in the Climate Security Act. 

3.4.2 International Reserve Allowance Program 

The bill establishes an international reserve allowance program, which effectively re-

quires US importers of covered goods from covered countries (see the following sec-

tions) to purchase international reserve allowances from the Administrator of the US 

EPA,
72

 or secure allowances or credits from recognized foreign programs.
73

 A separate 

reserve is created for the allowances that need to be purchased,74 and international al-

lowances cannot be used for compliance purposes by domestic industries.75 This sepa-

ration means that the requirement for US importers is not able to affect the price, 

availability and use of domestic allowances.76 

In order for goods to enter into the country, US importers are required to provide a 

written declaration, which includes a ‘compliance statement’, stating that the good is 

covered by the international reserve allowance requirement or that the good originates 

from an exempted country.77 If the latter proves impossible, the importer is required to 

state in which countries components of the good were produced, to provide an esti-

mate of the required allowances, and to submit this number of allowances or a financial 

                                                   
68

  Sec. 1302 ACSA 2008. 
69

  Interview 3. 
70

  However, economic growth and job creation are mentioned in the purposes of the whole 

Act. See Sec. 3 (2) ACSA 2008. 
71

  See Charnovitz et al., supra note 22. 
72

  Sec. 1306 (a) (1) ACSA 2008.  
73

  Sec. 1306(e) (1) (A) ACSA 2008. 
74

  Sec. 1306 (a) (2) ACSA 2008. 
75

  Sec. 1306 (a) (7) ACSA 2008. 
76

  Morris, supra note 36, 11. 
77

  Sec. 1306 (c) (1-2) ACSA 2008. 
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deposit to cover their purchase.78 The price of the international reserve allowance is de-

termined through the price of domestic emission allowances, and is updated on a daily 

basis.79 Within 180 days, the Administrator is obliged to assess how many allowances 

were in fact required; excess allowances or deposits are refunded, while in case of in-

sufficient allowances the importer is required to submit further allowances.80 The bill 

thus presents an administrative burden to foreign producers, requiring them to track 

the carbon embedded in the goods transported to the US. 

It is possible for an importer to submit a ‘foreign allowance or similar compliance in-

strument’ distributed by a foreign cap-and-trade scheme instead of an international re-

serve allowance.81 In order to qualify, cap-and-trade schemes 1) need to place a quanti-

tative limitation on the total greenhouse gas emissions and achieve that limitation 

through emissions trading; 2) satisfy any requirements the Administrator may set for 

the enforceability of the cap-and-trade program; and 3) amount to a ‘comparable ac-

tion’.82 Although the last two requirements can only be met once the US scheme is in 

place, the allowances distributed by, and trade under the EU ETS are an obvious candi-

date for this provision. 

Interestingly, the proceeds of the sale of allowances are to be used for a program ‘to 

mitigate negative impacts of climate change on disadvantaged communities in foreign 

countries’.83 In doing so, an explicit link is made to the need to adapt to climatic effects 

in other countries, including developing countries. However, the bill does not clarify 

which countries would benefit from such a program, and whether these countries 

would include the countries covered by the international reserve allowance program. 

Finally, it can be noted that the bill contains a mandate to establish appropriate regula-

tions for the banking of international reserve allowances.84 

3.4.3 Country Coverage 

The requirement for US importers to surrender allowances applies only to countries 

that have not taken ‘comparable action’, and that are not exempted. Altogether, these 

countries are identified in an ‘excluded list’.85 Countries not on this list are covered by 

the program.86 
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  Sec. 1306 (c) (3) ACSA 2008. 
79

  Sec. 1306 (a) (4) ACSA 2008.  
80

  Sec. 1306 (c) (4) ACSA 2008. 
81

  Sec. 1306 (e) (1) (A) ACSA 2008. 
82

  Sec. 1306 (e) (1) (B) ACSA 2008. 
83

  Sec. 1306 (a) (8) ACSA 2008. 
84

  Sec. 1306 (a) (6) ACSA 2008. 
85

  Sec. 1306 (b) (2) (A) ACSA 2008. 
86

  Sec. 1306 (b) (3) (A) ACSA 2008. 
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Determining Comparable Action 

According to the bill, ‘comparable action’ refers to ‘any greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other measures adopted by a foreign country [in a particular 

calendar year] that, in combination, are comparable in effect to actions carried out by 

the United States through Federal, State, and local measures to limit greenhouse gas 

emissions’.87 The determination of whether a country has undertaken comparable ac-

tion is delegated to an International Climate Change Commission (ICCC), which needs to 

compare actions carried out in the US and the foreign country in the calendar year pre-

ceding the determination.88 The Commission’s decision process consists of two stages. 

First, the Commission needs to decide whether the foreign country has taken action 

that the emission reductions or limitations (percentage wise) in a given period are the 

same or greater than the emission changes in the US.89 In determining the percentage 

change in emissions, the baseline year for other countries is 2005.90 Second, if the ICCC 

finds that a country has not taken comparable action on this basis, it still needs to con-

sider whether that country has implemented, verified, and enforced 1) ‘[t]he deploy-

ment and use of state-of-the-art technologies in industrial processes, equipment manu-

facturing facilities, power generation and other energy facilities, and consumer goods 

…, and implementation of other techniques or actions, that have the effect of limiting 

greenhouse gas emissions of the foreign country’; and 2)’[a]ny regulatory programs, 

requirements, and other measures … to limit greenhouse gas emissions’.91 

A couple of remarks are in place. First of all, the initial determination of whether a 

country has taken comparable action is very stringent – it effectively would require any 

foreign country to adopt the same kind of greenhouse gas emission caps as the US. This 

approach to comparable action was the result of a last-minute amendment by Senators 

Specter and Sherrod Brown (D-OH).92 An even more stringent test was favored by some 

parts of the US steel industry,93 and also gained support from labor unions in the US 

steel industry.94 Second, however, the second paragraph moderates this stringency, by 

providing an ‘escape clause’ for those countries that did not reduce or limit their emis-

sions to the same extent, but still have policies and/or legislation in place that limit 

greenhouse gas emissions. The text in the clause covers a broad range of activities that 

                                                   
87

  Sec. 1301 (4) (A) ACSA 2008. 
88

  Sec. 1305 (a) ACSA 2008. The Commission consists of six US citizens from different political 

affiliations. In case of equally divided votes, a country is not considered to have taken com-

parable action. Sec. 1304 (b) (7) (B) ACSA 2008. 
89

  Sec. 1301 (4) (B) (i) ACSA 2008. 
90

  Sec. 1301 (1) (A) ACSA 2008. 
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  Sec. 1301 (4) (B) (ii) ACSA 2008.  
92

  See Press Release, “Brown, Specter, Levin, Stabenow Offer Trade and Competitiveness 

Amendment to Climate Change Bill,” (5 June 2008), available at: 

  http://brown.senate.gov/newsroom/press_releases/release/?id=E3963F23-F988-4F53-

BECF-0F703470146E (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
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  Interviews 3, 5. 
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  Interview 1. 
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could be implemented in a foreign country. However, it does not indicate what kind of 

level of effort is sufficient.95 Furthermore, even if these policies are in place, it does not 

mean that the Commission would decide that a country is taking comparable action: it 

merely needs to consider them in deciding upon that. Third, the bill does not require a 

foreign country to adopt the same kind of policies as the US, as long as the results over 

a given period are similar (with respect to the first clause). However, it is unclear how 

the policies with quantified emission reduction objectives could be compared to other 

policies of a more qualitative nature, such as voluntary agreements, subsidies for re-

newable energy or eco-labeling schemes.96 Fourth, in determining ‘comparable action’, 

the Commission is instructed to take into account ‘net transfers to and from the United 

States and the other foreign country of greenhouse gas allowances and other emission 

credits’.97 This would mean, for example, that if participants in the US trading scheme 

use credits from accepted offset projects in China for compliance purposes, this would 

be accounted for. Fifth, the ICCC needs to ensure that the determination of comparable 

action complies with ‘applicable international agreements’, which include notably the 

UNFCCC and the WTO agreements (see Chapter 4).98 Sixth, the provision is not entirely 

clear whether comparability is about the intended effects (i.e. stated emission reduc-

tion objectives) or the real effect of measures (i.e. actual emission reductions achieved) 

adopted in both the United States and in foreign countries.
99

 Related to this, it is un-

clear how the program could deal with policies aimed at long-term emission reductions, 

such as policies aimed at technological innovation.100 

Exemptions 

The bill provides for a few more exemptions of coverage of the allowance requirement. 

First, the poorest (least-developed) countries are exempted from the provision.101 Sec-

ond, countries with low emissions (0.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions or less) are 

also excluded.102 The rationale of these exemptions seems straightforward: the first can 

be seen as a solidarity exemption, whereas the second exemption can be justified in 

terms of effectiveness of the allowance requirement provision. 

3.4.4 Coverage of Goods 

The goods covered by the bill are determined by the Administration. They include pri-

mary products or manufactured items for consumption, which generate a ‘substantial 

                                                   
95

  Houser et al., supra note 5, 39. 
96

  Ibid.  
97

  Sec. 1301 (4) (B) (iii) ACSA 2008. 
98

  Sec. 1301 (4) (B) (iv) ACSA 2008. 
99

  In particular, Sec. 1301(4)(B)(ii)(II) ACSA 2008 seems to leave open references to effects 

other than actual emission reductions. 
100

  Houser et al., supra note 5, 39. 
101

  Sec. 1306 (b) (2) (A) (ii) ACSA 2008. 
102

  Sec. 1306 (b) (2) (A) (iii) ACSA 2008. This determination is made both in- and excluding the 

rate of deforestation in the country. 
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quantity of direct greenhouse gas emissions or indirect greenhouse gas emissions’,103 

and which are ‘closely related to a good the cost of production of which in the United 

States is affected’ by the Act.104 Primary products include, inter alia, iron and steel, 

aluminum, cement, glass, pulp, paper, chemicals, and industrial ceramics.105 Manufac-

tured items for consumption are to be determined by the ICCC, on the basis of adminis-

trative feasibility and necessity to achieve the objectives.106 It may thus be possible to 

include finished goods, such as automobiles and appliances, although the inclusion of 

such goods will likely pose huge administrative challenges given the possible different 

countries of origin of the various components of the finished good.107 Furthermore, 

broadening the scope of the program could also make it easier to obscure the origin of 

the good.108 On the other hand, the inclusion of only energy-intensive goods could lead 

to gaming strategies from firms seeking to avoid coverage of their imported goods.
109

 

3.4.5 Calculation of the Adjustment 

The basis for calculating the number of reserve allowances required for imports in the 

Climate Security Act follows a formula that considers: 1) the national greenhouse gas 

intensity rate in a covered country for each category of covered goods, taking into ac-

count both direct and indirect emissions;110 2) an allowance adjustment factor for the 

allowances that are allocated free of charge in the US;111 and 3) an economic adjust-

ment ratio for foreign countries, which is set at 1 unless a country has implemented, 

verified and enforced state-of-the-art technologies and regulatory programs or meas-

ures to limit greenhouse gas emissions.112 The ICCC plays a role in making decisions on 

each of these factors. The first part of the formula intends to establish the change in 

greenhouse gas emissions from a particular sector by looking at the national green-

house gas intensity changes. This approach, however, is ‘inequitable in its treatment 

and questionable in its environmental impact’.113 As a sectoral average is used as the 

benchmark, the bill applies to all covered goods from a covered country, no matter how 

efficient the production process for a particular shipment of goods. This could lead to 

                                                   
103

  Indirect emissions refer to the emissions stemming from electricity consumption during the 

manufacturing of a good. Sec. 1301 (10) ACSA 2008. It should be noted that the bill does not 

specify what constitutes a ‘substantial quantity’ of emissions. 
104

  Sec. 1301 (7) ACSA 2008.  
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the perverse incentive for these foreign producers to refrain from increasing their effi-

ciency.114 

The economic adjustment ratio seeks to establish what changes in emissions cannot be 

attributed to the implementation of a US emissions trading scheme. In order not to give 

a double benefit to the energy-intensive industries producing covered goods, the al-

lowance adjustment factor discounts the extent to which they have received allow-

ances at no cost. However, how the level of free allocation and the level of the border 

adjustment are calibrated exactly is not quite clear.115 Furthermore, the fact that the bill 

includes both the option of free allocation and border adjustments may have implica-

tions for WTO compliance (see Chapter 4), even though free allocation will eventually 

be phased out. 

For goods originating in multiple countries, the bill specifies that further procedures 

need to be established. However, at the very least, an importer needs to specify how 

many international reserve allowances are needed, thereby using the highest number 

of allowances required.116 An importer may argue for an exemption under which a 

‘more representative’ requirement would apply.117 Such an exemption can only be 

granted after an administrative hearing. 

3.4.6 International Negotiations 

It is important to realize that Subtitle A of Title XIII is not all about the introduction of 

border adjustment measures. In fact, it states that the best way to achieve the objec-

tives of the subtitle is through agreements between the US and other countries,118 

rather than imposing the international reserve allowance requirement on importers. As 

a statement of policy, the section describes the US’ intention to conclude a binding 

agreement under the UNFCCC or elsewhere that includes all major emitters.119 If such 

an agreement would affect international trade in goods or services – something which 

is rather likely – the section further instructs the US Administration to negotiate agree-

ments that: 1) induce counties that have not taken ‘comparable action’ to adopt regula-

tory programs or measures that are comparable in effect to those of the US; and 2) 

promote the adoption of similar border adjustment measure in countries that have 

taken ‘comparable action’.120 

After the enactment of the bill, the President would need to notify other countries of 

these negotiation objectives, asking these countries to take comparable action.121 In do-

                                                   
114

  Ibid. 
115

  Interview 1. 
116

  Sec. 1306 (d) (8) (B) (i) ACSA 2008. 
117

  Sec. 1306 (d) (8) (C) ACSA 2008. 
118

  Sec. 1303 (a) ACSA 2008. 
119

  Sec. 1303 (b) (1) ACSA 2008. 
120

  Sec. 1303 (b) (2) ACSA 2008. 
121

  Sec. 1303 (c) ACSA 2008. 
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ing so, the President needs to provide other countries with an estimate of the percent-

age change in emissions in the period from 2012-2021.122  

3.4.7 Timing of Measures and Revisions 

The bill states that the requirement for importers to surrender allowances is to become 

effective two years after the domestic cap is imposed, on 1 January 2014.123 Half a year 

before that date (and each year thereafter), the ICCC needs to determine which coun-

tries have taken comparable action.124 The Brown-Specter amendment, which did not 

make the final version, went even beyond this and envisaged the same effective date 

for both importers and domestic producers, thereby effectively requiring a ‘real time’ 

comparability test.125 However, the gap between the two is important, as it buys some 

time for potentially affected countries to develop and implement domestic climate 

change mitigation policies, and allows the international climate change negotiations to 

come up with results.126 Furthermore, the timing provisions are important in the con-

text of WTO compatibility, as we will see in Chapter 4. 

By 1 January 2017, the ICCC needs to prepare an assessment of the effectiveness of the 

program.127 If the program proves to be ineffective, the Commission may propose to in-

crease the stringency, or change the program to ensure that it is in compliance with in-

ternational agreements.128 This allows changes to the program in case of findings of 

non-compliance with the WTO agreements (see Chapter 4). The Commission may also 

recommend expanding the scope of the program to manufactured items for consump-

tion not yet covered.129 

3.5 Border Adjustment Measures in Proposed Bills: Comparison and Evolution 

Table 3.1 provides a comparison of some of the key elements of the border adjustment 

provisions in the various bills that have been advanced in Congress. Although there are 

some slight differences, it can be noted that the gist of the bills is actually rather simi-

lar. However, compared to the original proposal tabled by IBEW/AEP, a number of 

changes can be observed in the border adjustment provision. We will discuss the most 

important ones here. 

a) Coverage of Goods 
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  Sec. 1303 (c) (2) ACSA 2008. 
123

  Sec. 1306 (c) (1) ACSA 2008. 
124

  Sec. 1305 (a) ACSA 2008. 
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  See supra note 92. 
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  Jennifer Haverkamp, International Aspects of a Climate Change Cap and Trade Program, 

Testimony before the Committee on Finance, US Senate (14 February 2008), available at: 

http://www.edf.org/documents/7644_Testimony_Finance_Senate.pdf (last accessed 27 

January 2009), 14. 
127

  Sec. 1307 (a) ACSA 2008. 
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  Sec. 1307 (b) (1) ACSA 2008. 
129

  Sec. 1307 (b) (2) ACSA 2008. 
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First, the coverage of goods by the border adjustment provision has slowly expanded. 

Whereas various bills (Bingaman-Specter, the initial version of Lieberman-Warner, 

Markey) apply to energy-intensive primary goods, such as cement, iron and steel, alu-

minium, etc. which are further used in the manufacturing of other products, the possi-

bility to apply the requirement to finished items for consumption is included in various 

bills since the Boxer-Lieberman-Warner Substitute Amendment.  

b) Determination of Comparable Action 

A second notable change concerns the determination of ‘comparable action’. The final 

version of the Climate Security Act includes a much more stringent comparable action 

test than previous versions and other bills. In both Bingaman-Specter and previous ver-

sions of Lieberman-Warner there was no reference to an equal or greater percentage 

change in greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, the authority to decide on whether 

another country is taking comparable action was initially delegated to the President. 

Later bills, however, introduce new bodies to make this determination – the ICCC and 

an interagency group in the Markey bill.130 

c) Timing 

The third notable change in the provisions is the entry into effect of the international 

reserve allowance program. While in the Bingaman-Specter bill, this date was still some 

time away – 2020 – it gradually has moved closer. The final version of the Climate Secu-

rity Act only left a gap of two years between the enactment of the bill and the start of 

the program. However, later bills (especially Markey) moved the date back to 2020. 

A trend to make border adjustment measures more stringent can thus be observed in 

the various bills, albeit with some exceptions.131 This increased stringency has implica-

tions for WTO compatibility, as we will see in Chapter 4. However, whether these 

trends will persist is still an open question, and will be discussed in the next section.
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Table 3.1  Comparison of border adjustment measures in proposed bills.132 

Bill Coverage of 

goods 

Country coverage Definition of comparable action Authority to 

determine 

comparable 

action 

Date entry 

into effect 

Separate al-

lowance re-

serve 

Basis for allow-

ance requirement 

Use of other al-

lowances 

Adjustments to al-

lowance require-

ment 

S. 1766 

(Bingaman-

Specter) 

Primary prod-

ucts 

Countries that have not 

taken comparable action 

and are not exempted for 

low emissions or a low 

level of development 

Greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other 

measures that are comparable in 

effect, taking into account the level 

of economic development 

President 1 January 

2020 

Yes Increase over 

baseline in a cov-

ered good’s em-

bodied carbon 

emissions 

Foreign allowance 

or similar compli-

ance instrument; 

foreign credits 

Based on transi-

tional assistance 

and economic ad-

justment ratio 

S. 2191 (Lie-

berman-

Warner) 

Primary prod-

ucts 

Countries that have not 

taken comparable action 

and are not exempted for 

low emissions or a low 

level of development 

Greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other 

measures that are comparable in 

effect 

President 1 January 

2019 

Yes Increase over 

baseline in a cov-

ered good’s em-

bodied carbon 

emissions 

Foreign allowance 

or similar compli-

ance instrument; 

foreign credits 

Based on transi-

tional assistance 

and economic ad-

justment ratio 

S. 3036 

(Boxer-

Lieberman-

Warner Sub-

stitute) 

Primary prod-

ucts and 

manufactured 

items for con-

sumption 

Countries that have not 

taken comparable action 

and are not exempted for 

low emissions or a low 

level of development 

Greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other 

measures that are comparable in 

effect, determined by 1) percent-

age change in emissions equal or 

greater; or 2) deployment and use 

of state-of-the-art technologies 

and implementation of other tech-

niques or actions 

International 

Climate 

Change 

Commission 

1 January 

2014 

Yes Increase over 

baseline in a cov-

ered good’s em-

bodied carbon 

emissions 

Foreign allowance 

or similar compli-

ance instrument; 

foreign credits 

Based on transi-

tional assistance 

and economic ad-

justment ratio 

H.R. 6186 

(Markey) 

Trade-exposed 

primary goods 

Countries that have not 

taken comparable action 

and are not exempted for 

low emissions or a low 

level of development 

Greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other 

measures that are at least compa-

rable in effect, taking into consid-

eration the level of economic de-

velopment 

Interagency 

group 

1 January 

2020 

Yes A covered good’s 

embodied carbon 

emissions 

International 

emission allow-

ances or interna-

tional offset credit 

(up to 15 percent) 

Based on economic 

development of ex-

porting country 

                                                   
132

  Adapted from Orszag, supra note 22, 17. 
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Bill Coverage of 

goods 

Country coverage Definition of comparable action Authority to 

determine 

comparable 

action 

Date entry 

into effect 

Separate al-

lowance re-

serve 

Basis for allow-

ance requirement 

Use of other al-

lowances 

Adjustments to al-

lowance require-

ment 

H.R. 6316 

(Doggett et 

al.) 

Primary prod-

ucts and 

manufactured 

items for con-

sumption 

WTO participants that 

have not taken compara-

ble action and are not ex-

empted for low emissions 

or a low level of devel-

opment 

Greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other 

measures that are comparable in 

effect, determined by 1) percent-

age change in emissions equal or 

greater; or 2) deployment and use 

of state-of-the-art technologies 

and implementation of other tech-

niques or actions 

International 

Climate 

Change 

Commission 

1 January 

2015 

Yes Increase over 

baseline in a cov-

ered good’s em-

bodied carbon 

emissions 

Foreign allowance 

after Premium 

Carbon Market 

Access agreement 

is concluded; In-

ternational forest 

allowance 

Based on transi-

tional assistance 

and economic ad-

justment ratio 

Dingell- 

Boucher 

Primary prod-

ucts and 

manufactured 

items for con-

sumption 

Countries that have not 

taken comparable action 

and are not exempted for 

low emissions or a low 

level of development 

Greenhouse gas regulatory pro-

grams, requirements, and other 

measures that are comparable in 

effect, determined by 1) percent-

age change in emissions equal or 

greater; or 2) deployment and use 

of state-of-the-art technologies 

and implementation of other tech-

niques or actions 

International 

Climate 

Change 

Commission 

Not speci-

fied 

Yes Increase over 

baseline in a cov-

ered good’s em-

bodied carbon 

emissions 

Foreign allowance 

or similar compli-

ance instrument; 

foreign credits 

Based on transi-

tional assistance 

and economic ad-

justment ratio 
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3.6 Conclusions: Prospects for Border Adjustment Measures in Future Legislation 

Even though the Boxer-Lieberman-Warner bill did not pass the Senate, the debate on 

border adjustment measures in the US is far from over. Whether a border adjustment 

provision will make it into future cap-and-trade legislation, however, is difficult to pre-

dict. Still, it is possible to point to a number of domestic and international factors that 

might determine the chances of such a provision being adopted. 

3.6.1 Domestic Factors 

At the domestic level, different actors hold various stances on the provision (see also 

Section 3.3). An important group in this regard are policy-makers in the Senate. Right 

after the vote on the Climate Security Act in June 2008, 10 moderate Democrat Sena-

tors ‘from regions of the country that will be most immediately affected by climate leg-

islation’ wrote a letter to Democrat Majority Leader Reid and EPW Chairman Boxer, ex-

pressing their concerns about, inter alia, the international competitiveness of American 

industries.133 This group of 10 has now become a ‘gang of 15’.134 Among these, there 

are some potentially influential Senators, such as Senator Bingaman. On the other 

hand, the US trade representative, Susan Schwab, expressed her opposition to the in-

troduction of any trade-related measure, even though other parts of the Administration 

have actually referred to the possibility of adoption.
135

 

The AEP-IBEW proposal has gained the support of the steel industry and the large um-

brella labor organization, the AFL-CIO. Furthermore, the use of border adjustments is 

favored by some labor unions in addition to IBEW.136 Some NGOs also see the measure 

as a possible ‘backstop’ option if efforts to broaden participation in an international 

climate change agreement to include major emitting countries fails, and only if the 

                                                   
133

  See “Letter by 10 Democratic Senators to Senator Harry Reid and Senator Barbara Boxer” (6 

June 2008), available at: 

http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=b3685513-

6c10-4ad7-b3ba-da04fe48e52e (last accessed 27 January 2009). The Senators represent 

various States for which fossil fuel based energy production and manufacturing industries 

represent an important part of the economy. 
134

  E&E Daily, “Moderate Senate Democrats Form “Gang of 16” to Revisit Cap-and-Trade Legis-

lation” (3 October 2008); E&E Daily, “Senate Cap-and-Trade Boosters Still Searching for Path 

to 60 Votes” (10 February 2009). 
135

  E&E News PM, “U.S. Trade Rep takes Aim at Lieberman-Warner Bill” (17 January 2008).  
136

  See, for example, Testimony of Abraham F. Breehey, International Brotherhood of Boiler-

makers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers, before the US Senate Commit-

tee on Finance (14 February 2008). 
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measure is not implemented too quickly.137 Having said that, it should be noted that not 

all business actors, labor unions and NGOs agree on the desirability of border adjust-

ments. Some companies fear retaliatory measures if these measures are adopted.138 

Other companies are afraid that they will be affected because they depend on the im-

port of covered goods.139 The most notable tangible evidence is a report of the US Na-

tional Foreign Trade Council, which is a long-standing advocate of free trade and sup-

porter of US participation in the WTO.
140

 Its report identifies a wide range of objections 

to offsetting border measures, mostly based on arguments that they violate WTO rules 

and will not withstand dispute claims.
141

 

Alternatives have been discussed, but none has received as much attention as the im-

port requirement included in the various bills. For example, none of the bills raises the 

option of adopting border tax adjustments.142 This is perhaps not surprising, as a border 

tax adjustment would likely be more compatible with a domestic carbon/energy tax.143 

Mandatory carbon intensity performance standards, discussed in the House, are advo-

cated by the steel industry, which opposes the border adjustment provision.144 Another 

option that has been raised in the policy discussion is the use of output-based export 

                                                   
137

  Haverkamp, supra note 126, 12. See also Summary of Testimony of David D. Doniger, Policy 

Director, Climate Center, Natural Resources Defense Council, Hearing on Climate Change:  

Competitiveness Concerns and Prospects for Engaging Developing Countries, Committee on 

Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Energy and Air Quality, US House of Representa-

tives (28 February 2008), available at: 

http://docs.nrdc.org/globalwarming/files/glo_08022802A.pdf (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
138

  Interview 1. See, for example, Testimony by Christopher Wenk, Senior Director, Interna-

tional Policy, U.S. Chamber of Commerce, before the Energy and Air Quality Subcommittee, 

Energy and Commerce Committee, US House of Representatives (5 March 2008), available 

at http://energycommerce.house.gov/cmte_mtgs/110-eaq-hrg.030508.Wenk-

testimony.pdf (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
139

  Interview 1. 
140

  US National Foreign Trade Council, WTO-Compatibility of Four Categories of U.S. Climate 

Change Policy (Washington, D.C.: NFTC, 2008). 
141

  Ibid. 
142

  Interview 2. 
143

  Ibid. 
144

  See, for example, Prepared Statement by Andrew G. Sharkey III, American Iron and Steel In-

stitute, Legislative Hearing of America’s Climate Security Act of 2007, S. 2191, The Senate 

Committee on Environment and Public Works (13 November 2007), available at: 

http://www.steel.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=2007&CONTENTID=25342&TEMPLATE=/C

M/ContentDisplay.cfm (last accessed 27 January 2009); and Testimony of Jim Slattery, Cli-

mate Change: Competitiveness Concerns and Prospects for Engaging Developing Countries, 

before the Energy and Air Quality Subcommittee, Energy and Commerce Committee, US 

House of Representatives (5 March 2008), available at: 

http://energycommerce.house.gov/cmte_mtgs/110-eaq-hrg.030508.Slattery-Testimony.pdf 

(last accessed 27 January 2009). 
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rebates.145 Finally, one existing alternative, the use of transitional assistance to energy-

intensive industries in the form of free allocation has been used as a complementary 

protection measure in almost all the bills proposing border adjustments (see Table 3.1). 

However, free allocation may become more important in comparison to border ad-

justment measures because of: 1) the latter’s inherent inability to help exporters; 2) the 

difficulty to cover finished products; 3) the uncertainty that implementation would be 

effective; and 4) issues related to WTO compliance.146 Still, this does not necessarily 

mean that free allocation will be considered as an alternative. Further options exist, but 

a comprehensive discussion of all of them is beyond the scope of this Chapter.147 

One procedural factor influencing the likelihood of adoption concerns the Committees 

(in either parts of Congress) that are involved in designing cap-and-trade legislation. 

The Boxer-Lieberman-Warner bill was very much the product of just one Senate Com-

mittee, Environment and Public Works (EPW). However, the exclusion of other Commit-

tees, which felt that climate change legislation also fell under their jurisdiction, caused 

some anxiety,148 and it is likely that the EPW Committee will no longer have exclusive 

jurisdiction.149 The inclusion of other Committees, such as the Finance and Foreign Rela-

tions Committees, could also imply a change of direction in the thinking about border 

adjustment measures, as these Committees may put more emphasis on the real com-

petitiveness and leakage effects of such measures.150 However, even in this case the 

‘stick’ rationale would remain important.151 

Finally, one factor of undisputed importance will be the actions taken by President 

Obama. It is perhaps too early to provide an indication of the President’s position on 

this particular issue. However, the plan for 100% auctioning to domestic participants 

may strengthen calls for a provision offsetting any perceived competitiveness and leak-

age effects (see Chapter 2). On the other hand, Vice-President Biden has indicated that 

he does not expect countries to take on the same kind of commitments as the United 

States, as can be observed in the Lugar-Biden Resolution.152 Probably the best available 

evidence on this question is what Obama has said about trade issues, including espe-

cially their environmental and labor aspects. Although he sounded less protectionist as 

                                                   
145

  See, for example, House of Representatives bill H.R. 7146, introduced by Representative Jay 

Inslee (D-WA) and Representative Michael Doyle (D-PA) on 26 September 2008 (“Carbon 

Leakage Prevention Act”), available at: http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/z?c110:H.R.7146: (last accessed 27 January 2009). 
146

  Interview 3. 
147

  For an overview of possible measures to protect the competitiveness of energy-intensive 

industries, see Harro van Asselt and Frank Biermann, “European Emissions Trading and the 

International Competitiveness of Energy-intensive Industries: A Legal and Political Evalua-

tion of Possible Supporting Measures,” 35 Energy Policy (1/2007), 497-506. 
148

  Interviews 1, 8. 
149

  Profeta and Kelly, supra note 31, 12. 
150

  Interviews 4, 7. 
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  Interview 4. 
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  See supra note 31. 
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the presidential election campaign progressed to its conclusion and although he has 

appointed a free trade advocate and NAFTA supporter, Ron Kirk, as the US Trade Rep-

resentative, he has also consistently said that trade agreements should be more sensi-

tive to their environmental and labor implications. It therefore seems likely that the 

Administration will not oppose offsetting border measures in US cap-and-trade legisla-

tion, especially if such measures continue to be supported by key labor unions and at 

least some key environmental NGOs. In any case, since the inclusion of such measures 

seems necessary to obtain a sufficient number of votes, especially in the Senate, to ob-

tain passage of cap-and-trade legislation, the Administration is not likely to take on the 

prospect of a losing fight over that issue. On the other hand, the Administration’s de-

termination to re-engage more constructively and cooperatively with the international 

community is likely to make it sensitive to the international reactions to unilaterally 

adopted provisions for offsetting border measures. Thus, the Administration is likely to 

try to soften the details and language of any offsetting border measure legislation to 

make it less offensive to US trade partners and to signal a more cooperative approach 

to international climate change issues. Furthermore, given its multilateralist tendencies, 

the Administration might well support provisions in a multilateral climate change 

agreement concerning the use of offsetting border measures to address the free rider 

issues at that level. 

3.6.2 International Factors 

In addition to the factors related to domestic politics, progress (or lack thereof) in the 

UNFCCC negotiations might influence the adoption of border adjustment measures. If 

countries like China and India take a positive stance in the negotiations and/or agree to 

taking on some kind of commitment (especially if quantified), one of the main ration-

ales of border adjustments would be (partially) removed. Especially if the President 

considers that the adoption of a unilateral trade measures is a deal-breaker in the 

UNFCCC negotiations, Congress may reconsider such a measure.
153

 

Threats by potentially affected countries to take this case to the WTO may also be an 

important factor. WTO compatibility has featured prominently in the US debate, and 

some US policy-makers have indeed expressed their concern that a border adjustment 

measure should be WTO compliant, or at the very least maximize chances thereof.154 

This includes the 10 Democrat Senators who expressed their concerns about the com-

                                                   
153

  Interview 2. 
154

  Interviews 1, 2. See, for example, House of Representatives, Select Committee on Energy 

Independence and Global Warming, supra note 33, 54; and E&E Daily, “Baucus seeks assur-

ances on global warming bill's WTO prospects” (15 February 2008). Senator George Voino-

vich (R-OH) even sought to make the whole bill dependent on WTO approval in a proposed 

amendment to the Climate Security Act. However, he withdrew this amendment. See E&E 

Daily, “Boxer Predicts Panel Approval Tonight for Senate Emissions Bill” (12 May 2007). 
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petitiveness of American industries.
155

 Still, the question of WTO compatibility is not 

likely to be the decisive factor for the adoption of border adjustment measures.156 

3.6.3 Likelihood of Adoption 

In conclusion, given the continuing importance of competitiveness and developing 

country participation concerns for various stakeholders in the US, it is very likely that 

any cap-and-trade legislation adopted by Congress will include a competitiveness provi-

sion.157 However, to what extent such a provision will be focused on the use of border 

adjustment measures is less clear. Simply taking border adjustment measures off the 

table will probably be difficult.158 The new Administration will probably try to make 

border adjustment provisions less objectionable to foreign governments, as compared 

with predominant Congressional inclinations. At the same time, the Administration may 

be interested in including some kind of provision for offsetting border measures, per-

haps even to establish limits on their use, in a multilateral climate change agreement 

for the post-2012 period (see Chapter 6). For its part, the Congress is unlikely to pass 

cap-and-trade legislation without provisions for offsetting border measures – provisions 

that are likely to have the support of many business and labor organizations but also 

with the opposition of enough to require some compromises over specific elements of 

the provisions. Alternatives have been proposed and discussed but have only found 

their way into draft legislation to a limited extent. Even if an alternative measure is in-

cluded – such as transitional assistance in the form of free allocation for energy-

intensive industries – it is still combined with the importer allowance requirement. This 

redundancy of measures might well make its way into eventual legislation. In other 

words, there is a good possibility that free allocation and border adjustments may be 

used simultaneously.159 

Even if an international allowance reserve program would be included in cap-and-trade 

legislation, the question remains what its level of detail would be. Ever since the 

AEP/IBEW proposal, legislative proposals on border adjustments in Congress have be-

come increasingly detailed and complex. However, it was exactly the complexity and 

length of the Boxer-Lieberman-Warner bill as a whole that proved to be one of its main 

                                                   
155

  See supra note 133. 
156

  Interviews 5, 6. 
157

  Interviews 2, 3, 5, 7, 8. See also Senator Arlen Specter, “Testimony before the Senate Com-

mittee on Finance” (14 February 2008). An indication is further provided by a letter of 152 

Representatives to Speaker Pelosi, sent on 2 October 2008. The letter calls for climate 

change legislation that should include, inter alia, protect against competitive disadvantages 

for US industry. Available at http://oversight.house.gov/documents/20081002101124.pdf 

(last accessed 27 January 2009). 
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  Interview 4. 
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  Interview 6. 
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weaknesses.160 In addition, as noted above, political compromises might be necessary. 

It might thus be possible that an eventual provision is less detailed than, for example, 

the provision in the Climate Security Act. An option could be that it leaves discretionary 

room for the Administration to determine important questions, such as what consti-

tutes comparable action, or provides flexibility in calculating the level of adjustment. 

However, at the same time, to remain credible, proponents will likely argue for a rea-

sonable level of detail in the provision. One option could be to provide sufficient detail 

on some aspects of the provision (e.g. coverage of goods; entry into effect), while leav-

ing discretion on important decisions (e.g. on comparable action).161 Furthermore, if the 

effective date were set some years after the bill is enacted, it would buy time for the US 

Administration to conclude negotiations with major emitters.162 

                                                   
160

  See, for example, the criticism voiced by Senator Bingaman. Point Carbon, “Future US Cli-

mate Bill Should Avoid complexity, Bureaucracy: Senator” (9 July 2008). The Climate Secu-

rity Act was 10 times as lengthy as the Bingaman-Specter bill. See E&E Daily, “Lieberman-

Warner Lesson: Making Cap-and-Trade 'Simpler' isn't so Easy” (23 September 2007). 
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4. Border Adjustment Measures in the US and World Trade 

Law 

4.1 Introduction 

Following the detailed description of border adjustment measures in the US, this Chap-

ter examines the compatibility of the proposed design of these measures in the light of 

world trade law. The use of border tax adjustments and importer allowance require-

ments has received significant attention from the legal research community.
163

 These 

assessments have sought to address the question to what extent the use of border ad-

justment measures would be compatible with applicable free trade disciplines, includ-

ing the regime administered by the World Trade Organization (WTO). Some of these 

analyses have focused specifically on the provisions of the Climate Security Act.
164

 By no 

means do we intend to suggest that our analysis is the ‘better’ one. Instead, we aim to 

provide an overview of the key legal questions in case of a WTO dispute, and seek to 

identify elements on which there is consensus in the legal literature, as well as ele-

ments that are still disputed. To make our analysis as specific as possible, we refer to 

the relevant provisions in the Climate Security Act, even though it should be remem-

bered that the bill was defeated in June 2008, and that border adjustment measures in 

the US – if adopted at all – might end up looking quite differently. 

Measures affecting international trade in goods are commonly governed by the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
165

 In this regard, it should first be examined 

whether the provisions in the Climate Security Act would violate one of the core disci-

plines of the GATT, including the provisions on market access and the principles of ‘na-

tional treatment’ and ‘most-favored nation treatment’ (Sections 4.2-4.4). Even if this 

would be the case, border adjustment measures might still be justified based on the 

general exception clause under Art. XX of the GATT (Section 4.5). In the following analy-

sis, we will discuss the provisions in the Climate Security Act in this order. The final sec-

tion provides a summary and some concluding thoughts (Section 4.6). 

4.2 Market Access 

A preliminary question concerns the nature of the border adjustment measure. Would 

the importer allowance requirement in the Climate Security Act be regarded as a bor-

der-enforced measure part of an internal regulation, or as a border measure only apply-
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ing to imports? If the measure would apply to importers only, it could be seen as either 

a new tariff on imports above a particular ceiling, which are prohibited by Art. II:1 (b) 

GATT; or as a quantitative restriction on imports, which are generally prohibited by Art. 

XI:1 GATT.  

Howse and Eliason argue that an importer allowance requirements should be seen as 

‘ancillary to the enforcement or administration of a US regulatory scheme that applies 

to both domestic and imported products’, and that they would therefore be covered by 

Art. III GATT.
166

 The basis for this claim can be found in a note to Art. III GATT, which 

states that ‘[a]ny internal tax or other internal charge, or any law, regulation or re-

quirement … which applies to an imported product and to the like domestic product and 

is collected or enforced in the case of the imported product at the time or point of im-

portation, is nevertheless to be regarded as an internal tax or other internal charge, or 

a law, regulation … subject to the provisions of Article III’ (emphasis added).
167

 How-

ever, as Pauwelyn shows, the fact that the measure applies to both domestic producers 

and importers may not necessarily be sufficient, as the importer allowance requirement 

in the Climate Security Act targets the energy input of foreign products (see next Sec-

tion).
168

  

If the measures are not regarded as falling within the scope of Art. III GATT, they would 

likely be prohibited by either Art. II:1 (b) or Art. XI:1 GATT.
169

 However, they could still 

be saved by the environmental exceptions of Art. XX GATT. 

4.3 National Treatment 

If the measure is indeed seen as a border-enforced internal measure, it needs to be as-

certained that it does not discriminate between imports and domestic products under 

Art. III GATT.  

First, the requirement for domestic producers to purchase and surrender allowances 

could be regarded an internal tax or charge, meaning that Art. III:2 GATT would apply. 

Art. III:2 GATT states that foreign products ‘shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to 

internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied, directly 

                                                   
166

  Robert Howse and Antonia Eliason, “Domestic and International Strategies to Address Cli-

mate Change: An Overview of the WTO Legal Issues,” in Thomas Cottier, Sadeq Bigdeli, and 

Olga Nartova (Eds.), International Trade Regulation and the Mitigation of Climate Change 

(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming). See also Bordoff, supra note 22, 
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May 2008), 5. 
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or indirectly, to like domestic products’. Read in conjunction with Art. II:2 (a) GATT, this 

affords states the right to impose charges on imported products, provided these are 

‘equivalent to an internal tax in respect of the like domestic product’. It has been ar-

gued that a domestic measure does not have to be a tax or charge in the traditional 

sense to be covered; because it is compulsory and unrequited, even the duty to pur-

chase and surrender allowances is commonly thought to be included.
170

 

The importer allowance requirement of the Climate Security Act is clearly targeted at 

the – direct and indirect – emissions resulting from the production of a covered 

good.
171

 However, under Art. III:2 GATT, border adjustment measures may only offset 

measures imposed on domestic products, not producers.
172

 Widely held to rule out di-

rect taxes and related measures, this restriction has prompted debate on whether en-

ergy taxes and other constraints based on energy input (or carbon output) are suffi-

ciently ‘product-related’ to fall within the scope of this provision. Traditionally, these 

would have been considered a matter related to the production process, not the prod-

uct itself.
173

 Judging by more recent case law on the application of Art. III GATT, how-

ever, it is likely that even inputs which are not incorporated into the final product can 

serve as the basis for a border adjustment.
174

 Instead, a sufficient nexus between the 

product and the border adjustment measure needs to be established.
175

 Still, even 

then, the requirement that it be applied to like products needs to be satisfied, an as-

pect that is highly contested in a climate policy context. In its judicial practice, the WTO 

Appellate Body has consistently applied four criteria to identify the likeness of prod-

ucts: 1) the properties, nature and quality of the products; 2) the end-uses of the prod-

ucts; 3) consumers’ perceptions and behavior in respect of the products; and 4) the tar-

iff classification of the products.
176

  

While it may be difficult to distinguish energy-intensive from less energy-intensive 

products based on these criteria, the Appellate Body has also stated that ‘a Member 
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may draw distinctions between products which have been found to be ‘like’, without, 

for this reason alone, according to the group of ‘like’ imported products ‘less favourable 

treatment’ than that accorded to the group of ‘like’ domestic products’.
177

 Such a dis-

tinction would need to be justified on substantive grounds, however, and not merely be 

based on the origin of the product.
178

 As long as a measure is applied uniformly to do-

mestic and imported products and is clearly based on measurable and transparent envi-

ronmental criteria, not the country of origin, it may thus meet the conditions set out by 

the Appellate Body. 

In this context, an important factor in the assessment of the admissibility of border ad-

justment measures is the method used for their calculation, which again needs to avoid 

any discrimination based on country of origin. Past case law of the WTO dispute settle-

ment mechanism suggests that such calculation should ideally be based on the actual 

greenhouse gas intensity or energy input of the imported product; in the absence of re-

liable data, however, a benchmark or average value may suffice, although distinctions 

based on the origin of the product are, again, to be avoided.
179

 At first sight, the for-

mula used by the Climate Security Act does not seem to pass this test: it is based on the 

national greenhouse gas intensity rate of foreign countries, while domestic allowances 

are related to the emissions of individual producers.
180

 This would discriminate against 

foreign products with a lower greenhouse gas intensity, for instance a product made in 

China using wind power. However, the final determination of non-discrimination also 

needs to take into account the other factors of the formula specified in the Climate Se-

curity Act, in particular the economic adjustment ratio, which accounts for climate poli-

cies implemented in the foreign country.
181

 

If the US cap-and-trade system is considered to be an internal tax or charge for which a 

border adjustment is permitted under Art. III:2 GATT, it is still necessary to examine 

whether the pecuniary burdens carried by the importer – who needs to purchase al-

lowances from the separate reserve – are comparable to those borne by domestic pro-

ducers – who need to buy allowances from the government.
182

 Only if these are found 

to be the same is it possible that the measure will pass the test of Art. III:2 GATT. Two 

aspects of the Climate Security Act should be mentioned here. First, the bill links the 

price of international reserve allowances to the price of domestic allowances.
183

 Sec-

ond, it discounts the border adjustment by the extent to which domestic producers can 

receive allowances at no cost.
184

 However, even if the level of free allocation is taken 

into account, it can be questioned whether this accurately reflects the costs borne by 
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domestic producers. Even free allowances impose costs, as using an allowance for compli-

ance purposes makes it impossible for a producer to sell the allowance, representing an 

opportunity cost.185 Thus, as Bordoff argues, ‘it would not disadvantage importers to pay 

the market price for carbon even if domestic manufacturers received free allowances 

themselves’.
186

 

The US cap-and-trade system might also be considered an internal regulation, in which 

case Art. III:4 GATT applies.
187

 It requires equal treatment of ‘like’ foreign and domestic 

products ‘in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their internal 

sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use’. Many of the same 

questions raised under Art. III:2 GATT will be applicable here as well.
188

 

4.4 Most-Favored Nation Treatment 

A further provision with potential relevance for border adjustments is Art. I:1 GATT, 

which sets out the principle of most-favored nation treatment by demanding that ‘any 

advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contracting party to any prod-

uct originating in or destined for any other country shall be accorded immediately and 

unconditionally to the like product originating in or destined for the territories of all 

other contracting parties’. If border adjustments were applied to ‘like’ products based 

on their country of origin, favoring products from countries with stringent climate poli-

cies and penalizing products from countries with weak or no climate policies, a violation 

of this principle would appear possible. This appears clearly to be the case in the Cli-

mate Security Act, which distinguishes between countries taking ‘comparable action’ 

and those that do not.
189

 One possible defense could be to argue that the treatment 

does not discriminate on the basis of the origin of the products, but rather on the basis 

of ‘the conditions of production that apply equally to all nations’.
190

 However, it seems 

unlikely that such a defense would be accepted under current WTO case law.
191

 

This violation may be avoided by uniformly imposing border adjustments on all im-

ported products.
192

 However, one environmental rationale of the measure – to induce 

states to adopt appropriate climate measures of their own or join international efforts 

– would be undermined, with further reverberations when, for instance, the justifica-

tion of a trade measure under Art. XX GATT is ascertained. 
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4.5 Environmental Exceptions 

Even if the border adjustments in the Climate Security Act would be found to violate 

the abovementioned provisions of the GATT, it may be justified under the general ex-

ceptions set out in Art. XX GATT, and thus still be considered admissible. Art. XX GATT 

contains two exception clauses which may help justify border adjustments motivated 

by climate and energy policies: one applies to measures ‘necessary to protect human, 

animal or plant life or health’ (Art. XX (b) GATT); the other to measures ‘relating to the 

conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in 

conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption’ (Art. XX (g) 

GATT). The provisions of Art. XX GATT – and subsequent case law – are important in the 

context of the Climate Security Act, as the WTO compatibility of the importer allowance 

requirement seems to heavily rely on them. 

4.5.1 Art. XX (b) 

Both exceptions contain a number of criteria that need to be fulfilled in order for the 

exception to apply. For Art. XX (b) it is first required that the objective of the measure is 

‘to protect human, animal or plant life or health’? There is a good argument that con-

trolling greenhouse gas emissions through border adjustment measures may result in 

the prevention of an increase in vector-borne diseases and other health hazards in-

duced by climate change, as well as loss of plant and animal habitats.
193

 

The second question is whether the measure is considered ‘necessary’. An analysis of 

Art. XX (b) has to examine whether the measure is necessary given its environmental 

objectives. As argued in Section 3.2, there seem to be multiple rationales for the inclu-

sion of the importer allowance requirement, both environmental – preventing carbon 

leakage and encouraging wider participation in global climate efforts – and non-

environmental – protecting the competitiveness of American industries and preventing 

free-riding. However, the text of the Climate Security Act clearly emphasizes the envi-

ronmental rationales. The stated objectives of the measure are environmental, i.e. 

promoting ‘a strong global effort to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions’ and 

ensuring ‘that greenhouse gas emissions occurring outside the United States do not 

undermine the objectives of the United States in addressing global climate change’.
194

 It 

could also be argued that the measure is aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

from American consumption.
195

 In other words, good arguments exist for the ‘neces-

sity’ of border adjustment measures to reach the environmental objective. At the same 

time, however, discussions in Congress relate the use of border adjustment measures 

to the protection of American competitiveness, an objective that is not captured by Art. 

XX(b). This ‘hidden’ non-environmental rationale of the measure would, however, not 

likely be considered by the WTO dispute settlement mechanism as long as there is a ra-
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tional connection between the measure and the objective.
196

 It could be questioned to 

what extent the use of the importer allowance requirement would effectively contrib-

ute to the objective of climate change mitigation.
197

 In other words, how ‘apt’ is the 

measure to make a ‘material contribution to the achievement of its objective’?
198

 For 

that, the US would need to argue that the measures would provide an incentive to for-

eign producers to reduce their emissions, and/or that it keeps American industries from 

relocating to countries with no climate change mitigation policies in place.
199

 However, 

the US is not required to precisely establish the causal relationship between the means 

(the border adjustment measure) and the ends (climate change mitigation).
200

 

4.5.2 Art. XX(g) 

If the measure does not fall under the exception of Art. XX (b), it is still possible that it is 

covered by the exception of Art. XX (g). The first question under this exception would 

be whether the resource protected (in this case, the atmosphere) can be considered an 

‘exhaustible natural resource’. This answer is likely affirmative, given earlier WTO case 

law that has interpreted this term broadly.
201

 

Second, the border adjustment measure needs to ‘relate to’ the conservation of the re-

sources protected. Similar to the ‘necessity’ test, the ‘relating to’ question is also about 

means and ends.
202

 However, the Art. XX (b) requirement has been interpreted more 

strictly than the test of Art. XX (g).
203

 In the above discussion on Art. XX (b) we showed 

that there are several arguments that could be made for and against a causal relation-

ship between the border adjustment measure and the objective of reducing green-

house gas emissions. However, the ‘relating to’ test is applied to the legislation as a 

whole, rather than its individual parts. Hence, it is rather likely that the border adjust-

ment measure, which is connected to more encompassing legislation aimed at climate 

change mitigation, would pass this test.
204

 

Third, for Art. XX (g) it needs to be established that the importer allowance requirement 

is ‘made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consump-

tion’. This test requires ‘evenhandedness’ in the measure,
205

 a requirement that the 

Climate Security Act seems to satisfy by requiring lower greenhouse gas emissions from 
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both domestic and imported products.
206

 Furthermore, it could be argued that the 

‘evenhandedness’ requirement is satisfied by only applying the measure to countries 

that have not taken ‘comparable’ action, and by exempting countries with low green-

house gas emissions.
207

 

4.5.3 Art. XX chapeau 

If the measure falls under one of the two exceptions discussed above, the introductory 

paragraph of Art. XX – the chapeau – additionally requires that such measures ‘are not 

applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable dis-

crimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised re-

striction on international trade’. As no measure has yet been enacted – let alone ‘ap-

plied’ – the following analysis is of an inherently preliminary nature.  

Taking into account past case law, the determination of whether the requirements of 

the chapeau of Art. XX have been fulfilled includes at least four questions, which will be 

addressed below.
208

  

1) Does the legislation take into account local conditions in other countries, or does it 

essentially require that other countries adopt the same policies as the US?
209

 

A couple of remarks can be made here with regard to the Climate Security Act. First, 

one way the bill seeks to address this requirement is by excluding countries that have 

taken comparable action, as well as by using an economic adjustment ratio in calculat-

ing the level of the allowance requirement. Both of these provisions specifically take 

into account the extent to which other countries have adopted and implemented cli-

mate policies. However, it remains to be seen how both the definition of comparable 

action and the economic adjustment ratio will be operationalized.
210

 The existing trend 

to make the ‘comparable action’ test more stringent reduces the flexibility of taking 

into account foreign countries’ specific circumstances, and may make the measure less 

likely to pass this test.
211

 At the very least, the eventual determination of comparable 

action in US legislation needs to allow other countries to pursue climate change objec-

tives through other types of policies than mandatory cap-and-trade systems. Second, 

the bill contains provisions that do not seem to take into account conditions in other 

countries. For example, using a base year of 2005 puts rapidly developing countries, 

which emitted less than the US before that year, at a disadvantage.
212

 Third, different 

treatment of countries is allowed by the introductory clause; indeed, it provides man-

date to do so if conditions in these countries are dissimilar. In other words, the provi-
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sions of the Climate Security Act exempting least-developed countries and countries 

with de minimis emissions are not only justified, but also necessary given the different 

economic and environmental circumstances in these countries.
213

 This interpretation is 

reinforced by referring to Art. 3 of the UNFCCC, which provides that States have ‘com-

mon but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities’ in addressing climate 

change.
214

  

2) Has the United States engaged in ‘serious, across-the-board negotiations with the ob-

jective of concluding bilateral or multilateral agreements’?
215

 

This question places particular emphasis on exhausting all prospects for a multilateral 

solution before resorting to unilateral trade measures.
216

 However, such efforts need 

not necessarily culminate in a multilateral agreement, provided the negotiations have 

been conducted seriously and in good faith.
217

 In the past, the US clearly has not dis-

played the most active engagement in multilateral efforts on international climate gov-

ernance, as the failure to ratify the Kyoto Protocol manifestly evidences.
218

 But the po-

sition of the US in international negotiations is likely to change before a domestic bill 

setting out border adjustment measures enters into force.
219

 This condition is of par-

ticular relevance to the Climate Security Act. The subtitle establishing the international 

reserve allowance program indicates that negotiated agreements with foreign coun-

tries would be a first-best option.
220

 In this context, however, it should be noted that 

bringing forward the timing of entry into effect of the importer allowance requirement 

reduces the time for negotiations, leaving little space for getting to the kind of interna-

tional agreement called for by the bill. Demanding that the border adjustment measure 

should be implemented simultaneously with the start of the domestic trading scheme, 

as some have argued in the context of the Climate Security Act, would effectively leave 

no time at all for good faith and serious negotiations. What timeframe exactly is neces-

                                                   
213
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sary is difficult to tell, but the more time is allowed for negotiations, the more likely this 

requirement is satisfied. 

3) Does the implementation and administration of the border adjustment measure re-

spect fulfill the requirements of ‘basic fairness and due process’?
221

 

The question here is to what extent the Climate Security Act engages foreign countries 

in the implementation of border adjustment measures. First of all, it can be noted that 

the provision in the bill itself is being drafted without participation from other WTO 

members. However, for WTO compliance, it is probably more important that other 

countries are involved in the operationalization of the international reserve allowance 

program. This means that they would need to have some input in the determination of 

‘comparable action’ by the ICCC; and that there should be an appeal mechanism if 

there is disagreement about this determination.
222

 The Climate Security Act already 

provides the option of a hearing to make exceptions from the rule that goods originat-

ing in multiple countries require the importer to specify the amount of international re-

serve allowances needed, using the highest number of allowances required.223 How-

ever, for other decisions, hearings could also be used. Another proposed solution is to 

coordinate the treatment of imports with other countries.
224

 This will be examined in 

more detail in Chapter 6.  

4) Does the bill discriminate in ways that run counter to its environmental objective?
225

 

As argued above with respect to the exceptions of Art. XX (b) and (g), the stated objec-

tive of the border adjustment measure is related to greenhouse gas emission reduc-

tions both within and outside the United States. However, the application of the border 

adjustment measure could be run counter to this objective in several ways.
226

 First, the 

bill requires that all importers of covered goods from covered countries need to pur-

chase allowances, even if those goods are produced with clean technologies.
227

 Second, 

the bill allows the use of border adjustment measures for energy-intensive products, 

while at the same time providing for free allocation for the energy-intensive sectors.
228

 

Although free allowances may be seen as still imposing a cost (see above), they might 

also be regarded as a subsidy.
229

 In addition, other sectors in the US are also granted al-

lowances for free. If such allowances are traded over-the-counter, this would not affect 

the market price, and subsequently also not affect the price of the international reserve 
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allowance.
230

 Third, if, in the application of the border adjustment measure, it appears 

that the impact on protecting the competitiveness of American industries are larger 

than the impacts in terms of preventing carbon leakage, the measure may be more 

likely regarded as ‘stealth protectionism’.
231

 

4.6 Conclusions 

As the foregoing assessment has shown, the border adjustment measures in the Cli-

mate Security Act are not, as a matter of principle, ruled out by the pertinent rules of 

international trade law. Indeed, past case law even suggests that such measures would 

stand a chance of being found admissible in a trade dispute; and in the event that a vio-

lation of free trade disciplines is found, the measure could possibly be justified under 

the general exceptions of Art. XX (b) and (g) GATT. However, we would caution against 

taking WTO compatibility of any border adjustment measure for granted. Even the pro-

visions in the Climate Security Act – arguably the most detailed and carefully drafted le-

gal provisions including a climate-related border adjustment measure – are not guaran-

teed WTO-proof. 

Table 4.1 provides an overview of the key questions that need to be answered for each 

of the relevant GATT provisions, and includes our preliminary assessment of the re-

sponses in the case of the provision of the Climate Security Act based on the existing 

literature. Although the provisions in the bill have sought to be as WTO compatible as 

possible keeping in mind Art. XX case law, there are some valid arguments that even 

this strategy would not work, given the uncertainties surrounding the interpretation of 

the chapeau of Art. XX. It is clear that, from a legal point of view, a multilateral solution 

raises far fewer questions than unilateral trade measures; and that, if nonetheless ap-

plied, any border adjustments should only follow upon serious efforts to negotiate such 

a solution. Arising burdens should preferably affect domestic and foreign producers 

uniformly, and be justified on environmental, not economic grounds. But ultimately, le-

gal uncertainties will always remain: the relevant provisions are too indeterminate, 

their interpretation leaving ample discretion and susceptible to political concerns. Al-

though some studies have dared advocate a certain outcome, the final word, in fact, 

rests with the judicial bodies of the WTO. 
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Table 4.1 Overview of key questions related to border adjustment measures, applied 

to the Climate Security Act. 

GATT  

provisions 

Key questions Response 

Art. 

II:1(b); 

Art. XI:1 

Is the measure a border-enforced internal measure or 

only applied to imports? 

Likely a border-

enforced internal 

measure 

Art. III:2  

(and Art. 

II:2(a)) 

Can a US cap-and-trade system be viewed as an ‘in-

ternal tax or charge’? 

 

Unclear 

Art. III:4 Can a US cap-and-trade system be viewed as an in-

ternal regulation? 

Unclear 

Art. I:1 Is the measure applied to all foreign countries 

equally? 

Unlikely 

Art. XX(b) - Is the objective of the measure ‘to protect human, 

animal or plant life or health’? 

- Is the measure considered ‘necessary’? 

- Likely 

 

- Likely, but not com-

pletely clear 

Art. XX(g) - Are the resources protected by the measure ‘ex-

haustible’? 

- Is the measure ‘relating to’ the conservation of the 

resources protected? 

- Is the measure ‘made effective in conjunction with 

restrictions on domestic production or consumption’? 

- Likely 

 

- Likely 

 

- Likely 

Art. XX 

chapeau 

- Does the measure take into account conditions in 

other countries? 

- Does the measure satisfy the international negotia-

tion requirements? 

- Does the measure respect basic fairness and due 

process? 

- Does the measure discriminate in ways that run 

counter to its objective? 

- Possibly 

 

- Likely 

 

- Possibly 

 

- Possibly 
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5. Border Adjustment Measures in the US and the EU 

5.1 Introduction 

Having outlined the main features of border adjustment measures in US climate policy 

(Chapter 3), this Chapter seeks to relate the debates on addressing competitiveness 

and leakage in the EU and the US. To this end, it will first outline the state of play on 

measures addressing leakage in the EU (Section 5.2). It then goes on to identify similari-

ties and differences in the debate on border adjustment measures in the US and the EU 

(Section 5.3). Finally, it briefly discusses the implications for linking the revised EU ETS 

with a possible US cap-and-trade scheme (Section 5.4). This Chapter sets the stage for 

the next Chapter, in which possible coordination of border adjustment measures will be 

discussed. 

5.2 Border Adjustment Measures in the EU: State of Play 

5.2.1 The Commission Proposal of January 2008 

In January 2008, the European Commission released a new proposal, which addressed 

some of the main problems encountered in the first two phases of the European emis-

sions trading scheme (EU ETS), and recommended various amendments for the third 

phase (i.e. post-2012).232 The revised Directive would drastically change the way that 

emission allowances are allocated. The Commission proposed to work with a centrally 

determined EU ETS cap for the trading sectors from 2013, thus ending the practice of 

Member States setting their own caps. The European Commission also suggested shift-

ing to full auctioning for the power sector from 2013. For other sectors, including the 

energy-intensive sectors, a gradual shift to auctioning was envisaged, with full auction-

ing by 2020. 

The Commission recognized the possible adverse effects of the continuation of the EU 

ETS if other major emitters do not participate in an international agreement, stating 

that ‘this could lead to an increase in greenhouse gas emissions in third countries 

where industry would not be subject to comparable carbon constraints … and at the 

same time could put certain energy-intensive sectors and sub-sectors in the Community 

which are subject to international competition at an economic disadvantage’.233 

Before these measures could come into play, however, the Commission acknowledged 

it was necessary to first determine which (sub-)sectors specifically are ‘exposed to a sig-

                                                   
232

  European Commission, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Coun-

cil amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as to Improve and Extend the Greenhouse Gas Emis-

sion Allowance Trading System of the Community (23 January 2008), COM(2008)16 (herein-

after proposed revised Directive). 
233

  Recital 19 of the proposed revised Directive. 
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nificant risk of carbon leakage’.234 These sectors could receive up to 100% of their al-

lowances for free from 2013 onwards. To this end, the Commission stipulated on what 

basis the (sub-)sectors would need to be identified. The criteria included the extent to 

which the (sub-)sector can pass through the carbon costs without losing a significant 

share of the market to less efficient installations outside Europe. More specifically, the 

following factors needed to be taken into account: 1) the effects of auctioning on the 

production costs; 2) mitigation potential; 3) the market structure and exposure to in-

ternational competition; and 4) sectoral climate policies in countries outside the EU.235 

In the determination, the Commission could also look at the potential decrease of prof-

itability of the installations. 

The Commission set two deadlines for itself on the issue of leakage. First, the determi-

nation of sectors needed to be completed by 30 June 2010.236 Second, the Commission 

was to report to the Parliament and Council on the situation for energy-intensive sec-

tors that are affected by leakage by June 2011.237 This report needed to include possible 

solutions, of which two are mentioned explicitly – adjusting the proportion of allow-

ances allocated for free, and including importers of certain products in the EU ETS.238 

The analysis should have taken into account the outcomes of international negotiations 

and be based ‘on the assessment of the inability to pass on the cost of required allow-

ances in product prices without significant loss of market share to installations outside 

the Community not taking comparable action to reduce emissions’.239  

Finally, the proposal indicated the importance of compatibility with international 

agreements, by stating that ‘[a]ny action taken would need to be in conformity with the 

principles of the UNFCCC, in particular the principle of common but differentiated re-

sponsibilities and respective capabilities, taking into account the particular situation of 

Least Developed Countries. It would have also needed to be in conformity with the in-

ternational obligations of the Community including the WTO agreement’.240 

5.2.2 The FAIR Proposal 

An earlier draft of the proposed Directive contained provisions that went beyond the 

final text published by the Commission. The ‘Future Allowance Import Requirement’ 

(FAIR) provided much more detail than the final proposal, specifying how a require-

                                                   
234

  Art. 10a (8) of the proposed revised Directive. 
235

  Art. 10a (9) of the proposed revised Directive. 
236

  Ibid. 
237

  Art. 10b of the proposed revised Directive. 
238

  Art. 10b of the proposed revised Directive. 
239

  Recital 20 of the proposed revised Directive. 
240

  Ibid. 
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ment for importers might look like from 31 December 2014 onwards.241 The FAIR provi-

sion mandated the Commission to determine which countries were not taking binding 

and verifiable action comparable to the EU in the concerned sectors. Countries that 

would be linked to the EU ETS would be exempted.242 The level of the border adjust-

ment was to be calculated on the basis of average EU emissions for the covered goods, 

taking into the level of free allocation. Importers would be required to provide a writ-

ten declaration, indicating that a good is covered by sufficient allowances. The provi-

sion also applied to exporters, who would be able to receive allowances from a sepa-

rate reserve. Finally, the FAIR proposal allowed importers to use allowances from cer-

tain other trading systems, as well as CDM and JI credits. 

Although the FAIR proposal provides some indication of how a border adjustment pro-

vision might have looked like, it is important to note that it was not included in the final 

proposal. The fact that the provision was replaced by a mere mentioning of the option 

is a clear indication of the sensitivity of the issue. Therefore, the comparison of the US 

and EU debates (Section 5.3) will focus on the final version of the proposed Directive, 

and not examine the FAIR proposal. 

5.2.3 Contentious Issues in the Negotiations 

In the negotiations following the publication of the Commission’s proposal, three issues 

received the most attention in the discussions on carbon leakage: 

1) Timing  

Both deadlines mentioned above were challenged by various Member States in the 

Council as well as several members of the European Parliament in the negotiations on 

the Directive. In the Council, several Member States called for identifying the exposed 

(sub-)sectors already in the revised Directive.243 The French Presidency, supported by 

many other Member States, instead proposed to bring forward this date to 2009.244 

                                                   
241

  Article 29 of the draft Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Coun-

cil amending Directive 2003/87/EC. Manuscript on file with the author. Various versions of 

the FAIR proposal have circulated. See, for an analysis of a slightly different version, Quick, 

supra note 4. 
242

  A notable omission is the exemption for countries on the basis of the level of their devel-

opment. However, this omission was included in another version discussed by Quick. Fur-

thermore, that version also provided for the exemption of countries that have ratified an in-

ternational agreement on climate change. Ibid., 168. 
243

  Matthieu Wemaëre, “The EU Debate: Present Positions,” presentation at the Workshop 

‘The EU Climate Policy and Border Adjustment: Designing an Efficient and Politically Viable 

Mechanism’ (Paris, 15 September 2008), available at: 

http://www.enseignement.polytechnique.fr/economie/chaire-business-

economics/091508/Presentation%20Matthieu%20Wemaere.pdf (last accessed 27 January 

2009). 
244

  Council of the European Union, “Presidency Guidelines for further Work on the En-

ergy/Climate Package,” 14240/2/08 REV 2 (16 October 2008). 
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Several members of the European Parliament (MEPs) also asked to advance the date to 

2009, although a compromise amendment by the Parliament’s Industry, Research and 

Energy (ITRE) committee proposed a date of 1 June 2010.245  

The deadline to identify appropriate measures to address leakage has also been under 

fire. The French Presidency, as well as several other Member States, argued for bringing 

forward the date to 2010, with an elaboration of the measures to be published in 

2009.246 Likewise, several MEPs called for a 2010 date. More specifically, the Parlia-

ment’s ITRE committee compromise amendments suggested the date of June 2010.247  

2) Criteria and thresholds 

A second contentious issue revolved around the question: how to establish that a sec-

tor is at significant risk of being exposed to carbon leakage? After several consultations, 

the Commission released a ‘non-paper’ in September 2008, inspired by a methodology 

proposed by the United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands.248 The methodology 

proposed a three-stage approach, including both quantitative and qualitative as-

pects.249 In the first stage, the price increase resulting from additional costs imposed by 

the EU ETS would be calculated. The extent to which costs can be passed through to 

consumers would be calculated by measuring the exposure to international trade. 

These analyses would be conducted at a high level of disaggregation, given differences 

in emissions intensity within sectors. In the second stage, the assessment would con-

sider other market factors such as transport costs and the relevant product and geo-

graphic markets, which could lead to a new classification for some sectors. In the third 

stage, the outcome of the international negotiations would be accounted for, thus 

clearly relating the finalization of a list to the Copenhagen process. The methodology 

submitted by the UK, Germany and the Netherlands differed somewhat from the Com-

mission’s proposal in terms of the criteria used.250 Moreover, following the Commis-

sion’s proposal, Germany suggested an entirely different methodology.251 Some MEPs 

also asked for additional criteria to be taken into account, including profitability and the 

effect of electricity price increases.252 

                                                   
245

  See Yvon Slingenberg, “Carbon Leakage Debate: Council and European Parliament,” presen-

tation at the ‘Ad Hoc Meeting of the ECCP Working Group on Emissions Trading on Carbon 

Leakage’ (Brussels, 26 September 2008). 
246

  See Council of the European Union, supra note 244. 
247

  Slingenberg, supra note 245. 
248

  ENDS Europe Daily, “EU Offers First Analysis of Carbon Leakage Risk” (18 September 2008). 
249

  European Commission, Commission Services Paper on Energy Intensive Industries Exposed to 

Significant Risk of Carbon Leakage - Approach Used and State of Play (Brussels: European 

Commission, September 2008). 
250

  Criteria for Assessing Carbon Leakage. A Technical Discussion Note Prepared by Experts 

from Germany, Netherlands & UK (on file with authors).  
251

  See ENDS Europe Daily “German Cabinet Agrees Carbon Leakage Threshold,” (20 November 

2008). 
252

  Slingenberg, supra note 245. 
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The Commission’s methodology would have resulted in a classification of (sub-)sectors 

into four categories, for which the Directive could specify that those most at risk would 

receive 100% of their allowances for free, and those least (or not) at risk would have to 

purchase all their allowances.253 In November 2008, a few weeks before political 

agreement on the revised Directive was expected, the Commission released the first re-

sults of an analysis using its proposed methodology, providing an indication of which 

sectors could pass the first stage (primary aluminium, blast furnace-produced steel and 

clinker).254 However, it did not indicate thresholds for the increase in production costs 

and trade openness, the two main criteria used in the quantitative analysis. 

3) Measures to address leakage 

The third contentious issue related to leakage during the negotiations concerned the 

measures that should be adopted to address the leakage problem. Most of the discus-

sions in the EU in this regard have been about free allocation. The Commission proposal 

raised the option to allocate up to 100% of the allowances for free. The Council, how-

ever, argued for full free allocation.255 Opinions in the European Parliament on free al-

location as a measure to address leakage are divided. Although Rapporteur Avril Doyle 

supports the Commission’s plans, some MEPs argue that all allowances should be 

handed out for free until a post-2012 treaty is in force.256 

Although the negotiations thus point to free allocation as the main measure, border ad-

justment measures for imports have also received attention with respect to the possi-

ble measures to support energy-intensive industries. The measure was already men-

tioned as a solution by former French Prime Minister Dominique de Villepin, former 

President Chirac, and current President Sarkozy.257 After the Commission published its 

proposal, the French continued to support border adjustments.258 This was of particular 

importance given the French Presidency in the second half of 2008. Other Member 

States were, however, heavily opposed (e.g. Germany)259 or skeptical (e.g. the UK and 

the Netherlands)260 of using border adjustment measures. In line with the Commission, 
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  European Commission, supra note 249. 
254

  Ibid. 
255

  ENDS Europe Daily, “EU Leaders Set to Rein in their Climate Ambitions”  (10 October 2008). 
256

  ENDS Europe Daily, “Carbon Leakage Concerns Dominate EU ETS Debate”  (11 September 

2008). 
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  See Cosbey, supra note 5, 2. See also ENDS Europe Daily, “France Proposes Carbon Tax on 

EU Imports” (14 November 2006). 
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  ENDS Europe Daily, “EU Takes First Steps to Address “Carbon Leakage”” (14 April 2008). 
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  ENDS Europe Daily, supra note 256. 
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  See, e.g., Brief van de Minister van Economische Zaken, Evaluatienota Klimaatbeleid: 

Nieuwe Commissievoorstellen en Initiatieven van de Lidstaten van de Europese Unie (7 

October 2008, in Dutch); and Council of the European Union, “Addendum to Note,” 

10236/08 ADD 1 (5 June 2008). 
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the Parliament views border adjustment measures as a possible option, but only if in-

ternational negotiations fail.261 

Besides the ‘first-best’ option of reaching a new international agreement, neither the 

Council nor the Parliament showed a clear preference for measures addressing leakage  

for energy-intensive industries. Some level of free allocation in case no international 

agreement is reached seemed to be undisputed, but the exact level remained unclear. 

Likewise, although there has been support for border adjustment measures, it seemed 

unlikely that they would be mandated by the revised Directive. 

5.2.4 The December 2008 Compromise 

After intense negotiations in the Council, Member States reached agreement on the re-

vised ETS Directive following a compromise proposed by the French Presidency. The 

compromise was approved a few days later by the Parliament.
262

 Although the cap pro-

posed by the Commission remained undisputed, changes were made with respect to 

the amount of allowances auctioned, with the final text including exceptions for the 

power sector, and the gradual shift to auctioning for other sectors being extended to 

2027. The provisions on sectors exposed to significant risk of carbon leakage were also 

subject to various revisions. These will be discussed below according to the contentious 

issues identified in the previous Section. 

1) Timing 

The final text of the agreement brings forward the date that the Commission needs to 

determine the (sub-)sectors at significant risk of carbon leakage by six months to 31 De-

cember 2009, right after the crucial COP in Copenhagen.
263

 Establishing the list after the 

possible adoption of a Copenhagen Protocol could avoid the need to revise the list on 

the basis of the international agreement. Two more slight alterations to the Commis-

sion’s proposal are notable. First, the determination needs to be made ‘after discussion 

in the European Council’.
264

 Arguably, this may politicize the determination of exposed 

sectors.
265

 Second, the determination should be made every 5 years – as compared to 3 

years in the proposal.  

The date before which the Commission needs to come up with proposals for measures 

to address leakage has also been adjusted, and is now set at 30 June 2010.
266

 Further-
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  ENDS Europe Daily, supra note 256. 
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  ENDS Europe Daily, “EU Seals Historic Climate and Energy Package” (17 December 2008). 
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  Art. 10a (13) of the revised Directive 2003/87. However, given the fact that the decision 

needs to go through a comitology procedure, it is necessary that the analysis underlying the 

determination is concluded well in advance of the COP in Copenhagen. 
264

  Ibid. 
265

  It should be noted, however, that recital 27 of the revised Directive indicates that this dis-

cussion “has an exceptional character and in no way affects the procedures for the exercise 

of the implementing powers conferred on the Commission under Article 202 of the EC 

Treaty”. 
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  Art. 10b (1) of the revised Directive. 
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more, another provision requires the Commission to assess by 31 March 2011 to assess 

the impacts of adjusting the amount of free allowances for energy-intensive sectors ex-

posed to significant risks of leakage on the quantity of allowances being auctioned and, 

if necessary, to combine this assessment with proposals.
267

 

2) Criteria and thresholds 

The final text of the Directive contains the compromise that was ultimately reached on 

the criteria and thresholds for determining the sectors exposed to leakage. The text is 

much more specific than the Commission’s proposal, and provides not only the assess-

ment criteria, but also relevant thresholds. 

To some extent, the text follows the Commission’s non-paper by first providing for a 

quantitative assessment, supplemented by a qualitative assessment, and taking into ac-

count the situation in other countries. The quantitative criteria included are the in-

crease of production costs, which is calculated as a proportion of the Gross Value Added 

(GVA); and the non-EU trade intensity, which is calculated by taking the ratio of the to-

tal value of non-EU exports and the value of non-EU imports, and the total market size 

for the Community.
268

 Following the compromise text proposed by the French Presi-

dency, threshold values were agreed for these criteria.
269

 First, sectors are deemed to 

be exposed if the production costs increase by 5% or more and their non-EU trade in-

tensity is above 10%. Second, sectors are also considered to be exposed if either the 

production costs increase by 30% or more, or their non-EU trade intensity is at least 

30%. This means that in some cases, sectors might be considered at risk even if they do 

not face any production increases or are not exposed to trade. Figure 5.1 depicts the 

thresholds for the quantitative analysis. 

                                                   
267

  Art. 10b (2) of the revised Directive. 
268

  Art. 10a (15) of the revised Directive. 
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  Council of the European Union, Note from the General Secretariat of the Council to Delega-

tions 17215/08 (12 December 2008). 
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Figure 5.1  Thresholds for quantitative assessment of sectors exposed to significant risk 

of carbon leakage. 

Another change compared to the Commission proposal is that the determination of 

leakage also includes the additional indirect costs flowing from the implementation of 

the revised Directive, notably the costs of increased electricity prices.
270

 Furthermore, 

when looking at the market structure, the Commission is instructed to not only examine 

the current but also the projected market characteristics. Finally, the determination 

depends on mitigation efforts in other countries. Although this condition was also in-

cluded in the Commission proposal, the final text instructs the Commission to only take 

into account such efforts: 1) in countries ‘representing a decisive share of world pro-

duction of products in sectors deemed to be at risk’; and 2) if these countries have 

firmly committed themselves to reducing emissions in these sectors ‘within the same 

time frame to an extent comparable to that of the EU and the extent to which carbon 

efficiency of installations located in these countries is comparable to that of the EU’.
271

 

Interestingly, the revised Directive thus includes a notion of comparability of mitigation 

efforts, although it does not specify how this comparability is to be determined. 

3) Measures to address leakage 

There are two notable changes with respect to measures addressing leakage compared 

to the Commission proposal. First, the level of free allocation for those sectors deemed 

to be at significant risk of carbon leakage in 2013 is now a full 100%, whereas the pro-

posal left the possibility to allocate less than 100% for free.
272

 Allowances are distrib-

uted by benchmarking (i.e. allocating allowances per quantity of historical output). Sec-
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  Art. 10a (14) and (15) of the revised Directive. 
271

  Art. 10a (17) of the revised Directive. 
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  Art. 10a (11) of the revised Directive. 
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ond, a new measure is introduced for (sub-)sectors at risk of leakage because of an in-

crease in electricity prices. These sectors may be compensated through ‘financial 

measures’, as long as these are in line with state aid rules.
273

 The measures are to be 

based on benchmarks of the indirect CO2 emissions per unit of production.
274

 

With respect to the measures addressing leakage in the energy-intensive sectors in the 

light of international negotiations, the final text contained the same two main options 

provided: adjusting the amount free allocation and inclusion of importers in the EU 

ETS.
275

 In addition, in consideration of the position of Eastern European Member States, 

the Commission is instructed to assess the leakage effects on Member States’ energy 

security, in particular for Member States that are dependent on their electricity supply 

from third countries.
276

 

Table 5.1 summarizes the main differences between the Commission proposal and the 

final text adopted by the Council and the Parliament. 
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Table 5.1  Key differences between leakage provisions in the Commission proposal and 

the final text of the Directive. 

Issue Final text Commission proposal 

Timing 

Date determination 

exposed sectors 

31 December 2009 30 June 2010 

Date identification 

measures to address 

leakage 

30 June 2010 June 2011 

Date assessment im-

pacts on auctioning 

31 March 2011 -- 

Criteria and thresholds 

Costs included Direct and indirect costs Direct costs 

Criteria for deter-

mining sectors at 

significant risk of 

leakage 

Quantitative: 

- Increase of production cost  

- Non-EU trade intensity 

Qualitative: 

- Installations’ possibility to reduce 

emissions or electricity consumption 

- Current and projected market char-

acteristics 

- Profit margins as indicator 

- Increase in production costs 

- Installations’ possibility to reduce 

emissions 

- Market structure 

 

 

 

Thresholds - 5% increase of production cost 

(GVA) and 10% non-EU trade inten-

sity; or 

- 30% increase of production costs; 

or 

- 30% non-EU trade intensity 

-- 

Third country action Comparable greenhouse gas emis-

sion reduction commitments and 

carbon efficiency of installations in 

relevant sectors of major emitting 

countries taken into account 

Climate and energy policies imple-

mented or expected to be imple-

mented in relevant sectors taken 

into account 

Measures to address leakage 

Amount of free allo-

cation for exposed 

sectors 

100% Up to 100% 

Leakage from costs 

related to electricity 

prices 

Member States may adopt financial 

measures to compensate sectors 

-- 

Consideration of 

measures to support 

energy-intensive in-

dustries 

- Adjustment level of free allocation 

- Inclusion of importers 

- Assessment of impacts on energy 

security 

- Adjustment level of free allocation 

- Inclusion of importers 

5.2.5 Outlook 

Although a compromise has thus been reached in the form of the revised emissions 

trading Directive, the discussions on how to address carbon leakage in the EU are also 
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only just getting started. However, before these measures are proposed and decided 

upon, much effort will first need to be put into the determination of the (sub-)sectors 

at risk. A key decision that has been made in this regard is the thresholds for sectors. 

Data collection to support this decision is underway, even though data availability on a 

number of aspects is still incomplete. One uncertainty remains, however, as the final 

determination will need to take into account the outcomes of the international negotia-

tions in 2009. 

While border adjustment measures are still included as a possibility in the Directive, it is 

notable that: (1) the more detailed provisions of the FAIR proposal did not even make it 

into the Commission’s proposal; and (2) the main adjustments to appease Member 

States’ concerns about competitiveness and leakage have been made to the provisions 

on free allocation (i.e. reducing the amount of allowances auctioned). In other words, 

one can discern a slight shift towards other measures to address leakage and competi-

tiveness concerns. 

5.3 Border Adjustment Measures in the US and the EU: A Comparison 

Having provided an in-depth discussion of the state of play in the US (Chapter 3) and 

the EU (Section 5.2), this section compares the policy discussions on measures to ad-

dress leakage and competitiveness on both sides of the Atlantic. Comparing the two is 

not a straightforward task. Whereas the EU ETS has been operational since 2005, and 

the future of the system now seems to be guaranteed until at least 2020, a US cap-and-

trade scheme is still being discussed by the legislature. Consequently, any comparison 

will be of an inherently preliminary nature. Still, there are some interesting observa-

tions that can be made already at this stage. 

First, even though some of the rationales in the US and the EU may be the same, the 

emphasis in US discussions is very much on safeguarding competitiveness of domestic 

industries, and preventing free riding by countries like China and India, whereas in the 

EU the problem is mainly framed in terms of carbon leakage. A possible reason for this 

different framing of the debate may be that the US rationales have been influenced by 

concerns that date back to the start of the negotiations (see Chapter 3), whereas Euro-

pean motivations to address carbon leakage are probably influenced by the EU’s lead-

ership ambitions.
277

 Although protecting competitiveness still plays a role in the Euro-

pean debate,
278

 the key provisions in the Directive primarily focus on carbon leakage. 

These different starting positions raise the question whether EU and US positions on 

the use of border adjustment measures can be aligned at all.
279
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Second, the nature of the debate in the US and the EU is different. As discussed above, 

most of the European discussions in the past year dealt with questions related to 

measuring the carbon leakage problem, and identifying the sectors that might be ex-

posed. At the same time, a significant amount of research effort has been put into 

modeling potential leakage effects as well as empirical observations of leakage.
280

 

However, measures addressing leakage are still to be decided, with several options be-

ing left open until at least 30 June 2010. In the US, in contrast, the focus has been 

chiefly on the design of measures addressing competitiveness/leakage concerns, with 

the detailed provisions in the Climate Security Act on border adjustment measures as a 

prime example. Assessments of possible leakage effects in the US are still scarce. Nev-

ertheless, first analyses of competitiveness effects of possible US carbon pricing policies 

are underway.
281

 

Third, and related to the second point, the inclusion of border adjustment measures in 

(draft) legislation differs in the US, where the measure would immediately be included 

in legislation once enacted;
282

 and the EU, where the measure would only be enacted if 

it were deemed an appropriate measure in the Commission’s report to the Council and 

the Parliament. This staged introduction as envisaged by the EU is likely to have fewer 

adverse impacts on the international post-2012 climate change negotiations. Further-

more, postponing the adoption of measures buys – hopefully sufficient – time to assess 

which measures would best address the leakage problem in the light of the outcome of 

international negotiations. 

Fourth, several remarks can be made with regard to the possible design of border ad-

justment measures, based on the text in the Climate Security Act (and similar phrasing 

in other bills) and the revised emissions trading Directive. First, the sectoral coverage is 

largely overlapping, focusing on the heavy industries. However, as discussed in Chapter 

3, the option to extend border adjustment measures to importers of finished products 

is included in the US. Second, the Climate Security Act and other bills contain detailed 

guidelines to determine which countries have taken ‘comparable action’, which have, 

over time become more stringent. The revised Directive takes into account the extent 

to which third countries have taken comparable action in the determination of which 

sectors are exposed to leakage, but does not specify what exactly is meant with this. 

This means that there currently is still some flexibility in European legislation on how to 

determine ‘comparable action’. Third, most of the bills in Congress envisage the use of 

border adjustment measures in addition to free allocation to affected industries. Al-

though the revised Directive does not indicate whether this is the EU’s intention, it is 

                                                   
280
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well possible that if importers are included in the EU ETS, free allocation to sectors 

deemed to be at significant risk of carbon leakage would continue.  

Finally, the discussions on both sides of the Atlantic are explicitly linked to international 

agreements in which the US and the EU participate. With respect to the UNFCCC, the 

revised Directive in particular points out the notion of ‘common but differentiated re-

sponsibilities and respective capabilities’ and the situation of least-developed countries. 

The Climate Security Act does not explicitly refer to the ‘common but differentiated re-

sponsibilities’ principle, but instruct the ICCC to determine which countries have taken 

comparable action in compliance with ‘applicable international agreements’, which in-

cludes the UNFCCC.
283

 Furthermore, it takes into account the situation of least-

developed countries by exempting them from the importer allowance requirement. 

Both the revised Directive and the Climate Security Act also point to the need to ensure 

the measures’ compliance with WTO law. 

Table 5.2 sums up the differences and similarities between the debates on border ad-

justment measures in the US and the EU. 

Table 5.2 Comparison of the debates on border adjustment measures in the US and 

the EU. 

 US EU 

Problem framing Competitiveness/Free-riding Carbon leakage/  

(Competitiveness) 

Level of detail in 

(draft) legislation 

Very detailed Only mentioning of the option 

Empirical basis Mainly academic Much ongoing research 

Possible date of adop-

tion 

When bill would be enacted Staged 

Possible date of in-

troduction 

Between 2014 and 2020 Unspecified 

Sectoral coverage Energy-intensive products (plus 

possibly finished products) 

Energy-intensive products 

Comparable action Defined Undefined 

Combination with 

free allocation 

Explicitly included Not excluded 

Reference to WTO Included Included 

Reference to UNFCCC Included Reference to outcome interna-

tional negotiations included 

5.4 Implications for Linking US and EU Emissions Trading Schemes 

It might be possible that both the US and the EU adopt border adjustment measures in 

the future. However, it is equally possible that the EU opts for other measures to ad-

dress leakage, while eventual cap-and-trade legislation include border adjustment 

measures. Under this scenario, the question arises what implications this might have 
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for the linking of the two trading schemes. The EU has a keen interest in ensuring that 

whatever comes out of the US debate is compatible with the EU ETS. However, there 

are some ‘make-or-break’ issues that could affect the desirability of linking with a fu-

ture US trading scheme. The question can be raised whether border adjustment meas-

ures could be such an issue. 

If border adjustment measures in the vein of the Climate Security Act would be 

adopted in the US and the EU ETS would remain unchanged, indirect linking would al-

ready take place through one of the provisions on the importer allowance requirement. 

European Union Allowances (EUAs) would likely be seen as a ‘foreign allowance’, which 

can be used to fulfill the importer allowance requirement.
284

 The EU ETS would proba-

bly be included as a ‘commensurate cap-and-trade program’, as it seems to fulfill the 

basic requirements of the bill (e.g. a quantitative cap; trading possibilities; and a moni-

toring and reporting system).
285

 Furthermore, indirect linking would take place if the US 

would recognize CERs as international offsets.
286
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6. Border Adjustment Measures in a Post-2012 World 

6.1 Introduction 

The unilateral introduction of border adjustment measures to address competitiveness 

and leakage concerns by either the US or the EU might have negative political implica-

tions on both climate change and trade negotiations in the post-2012 period. In the 

context of climate change negotiations, applying trade measures as a ‘stick’ to partici-

pate may backfire, leading to entrenched positions by key actors in the climate regime. 

It is also feared that unilateralist behavior may lead to trade wars if the tool is per-

ceived to be protectionist.
287

 However, as the discussions in the US seem to indicate, 

the adoption of border adjustment measures in at least one country may be inevitable 

(see Chapter 3). This raises the question whether this dilemma could be addressed by 

international coordination on the possible application of border adjustment measures. 

This Chapter provides a preliminary discussion of the possibilities and challenges for bi-

lateral discussions on border adjustment measures between the EU and the US (Section 

6.2), and broader coordination, also involving key developing countries like China and 

India (Section 6.3). It is perhaps too early to draw firm conclusions on the prospects of 

international coordination. However, we feel it is important to at least discuss these op-

tions as an alternative to countries ‘going it alone’. 

6.2 Prospects and Challenges for US-EU Coordination 

It may seem ironic that border adjustment measures for climate policy were initially 

discussed as an option for the EU against the US.
288

 By now, the option features in dis-

cussions on both sides of the Atlantic. As argued in the previous Chapters, whereas a 

multitude of public and private actors supports the option, policy-makers in the EU are 

not fully convinced of its necessity and are wary of the implications for international 

negotiations. To prevent adverse political consequences, it might thus be advisable for 

European policymakers to start discussions with their American counterparts to discuss 

ways of disciplining the application of border adjustment measures.
289

  

In this regard, a first question is: whom should EU policy-makers turn to in the US? Fu-

ture cap-and-trade legislation in the US might stem from both Congress and the new 

Administration (see Chapter 2). Given the sensitive nature of the subject, and President 

Obama’s stated willingness to re-engage in the international climate discussions, it may 
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make sense to first approach the new Administration, rather than Congressional mem-

bers, some of which are clearly in favor of using the tool.
290

 However, given the (in-

creasing) complexity of the international climate change negotiations, it is likely that 

border adjustment measures will be only one of the many issues on which the EU and 

the US need to liaise.
291

 

If the issue of border adjustment measures is discussed bilaterally, a second question 

then is: what exactly should be discussed. Given our discussions in the previous Chap-

ter, one suggestion would be to coordinate research efforts aimed at assessing the pos-

sible leakage effects. However, if the EU intends to pursue the adoption of legislation 

adopting border adjustment measures, there is also a lot to learn from the draft legisla-

tive provisions in the various bills in the US, especially in terms of achieving the highest 

possible level of WTO compatibility. 

One reason not to pursue bilateral discussions on border adjustment measures may be 

to avoid the impression towards other countries that both the US and the EU intend to 

go ahead with the option. Eventually, applying measures that affect the trade in en-

ergy-intensive goods will also have an impact on countries outside of the EU and the 

US. Therefore, it is more sensible to start broader consultations, especially with coun-

tries that are likely to be affected by the measures. 

6.3 Prospects and Challenges for Global Coordination 

There are several rationales for international coordination to limit the unilateral appli-

cation of border adjustment measures.
292

 First, coordination could ensure that develop-

ing countries that may potentially be affected by the measures are convinced that the 

measures will not be used to discriminate against their producers.
293

 Second, it could 

reassure the trade community that protectionist measures will not be implemented.
294

 

Third, the disciplined use of border adjustment measures could smoothen the transi-

tion to full carbon pricing policies across the globe while addressing potential leakage 

problems.
295

 Additionally, for the US it may make sense to pursue international coordi-

nation: if the country adopts the measure after all, it would at least provide the US with 

some credit in case a WTO dispute arises.
296

 

International coordination could be used for numerous issues related to the design fea-

tures of border adjustment measures.
297

 First, the product coverage could be discussed, 

with a view to providing clarity about which (sub-)sectors are indeed exposed to leak-
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age risks, and for which border adjustment measures may make sense.
298

 Second, the 

country coverage could be discussed. This would include a discussion of how climate 

policies in different countries could be compared,
299

 for example comparing policies 

with quantitative and qualitative objectives, and comparing policies with short-term 

and long-term objectives. It should be noted that the search of making climate policies 

in industrialized countries comparable has already begun with the Bali Action Plan 

adopted by the UNFCCC’s Conference of the Parties in 2007. This decision calls on Par-

ties to ensure the comparability of nationally appropriate mitigation commitments or 

actions.
300

 However, the difficulties in determining comparable action noted in Chapter 

4 are also applicable with respect to reaching an international agreement on compara-

bility.
301

 Furthermore, exemptions for countries with low emissions and/or low capacity 

to reduce or limit emissions could be agreed upon.
302

 Third, international discussions 

could seek to agree on how to calculate the border adjustment, for example by using 

expert bodies identifying the appropriate level of adjustments.
303

 Finally, international 

coordination on border adjustment measures could go hand-in-hand with broader dis-

cussions on how to engage developing countries in future climate change action.
304

 

Rather than simply discussing the ‘stick’ of trade measures, this could include issues 

that developing countries perceive to be more important, such as the transfer of clean 

technologies, mechanisms to avoid deforestation, and funding for adaptation to climate 

change.
305

 Such an approach is taken, for example, in the Montreal Protocol on Sub-

stances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, where trade restrictions are combined with fi-

nancial support and technology transfer.
306

 

It is an open question what the most appropriate forum would be for the limiting bor-

der adjustment measures. Related to this, to what extent should such discussions be 

formalized, for example, by means of an international treaty?
307

 A first option would be 

to discuss border adjustment measures (or more broadly: multilateral climate-related 

trade measures) in the context of the UNFCCC. However, it seems unlikely that Parties 

to the UNFCCC, which have so far largely refrained from any discussion of climate-trade 
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interactions, would be willing to take up such a sensitive subject.
308

 Moreover, it can be 

questioned whether it is sensible to add more topics to an already overburdened nego-

tiation process.
309

 The same challenge holds true for discussing border adjustment 

measures in the WTO, where the Doha negotiations already face difficulties even with-

out adding this topic.
310

 Still, Charnovitz et al. suggest that such measures could possi-

bly be disciplined through the adoption of a plurilateral WTO Code.
311

 They argue that 

‘[a]lthough such a Code would require consensus of all WTO members to enter into 

force, it might be politically possible because it would not create obligations or reduce 

treaty “rights” for governments that do not subscribe to the Code’.
312

 Another option 

would be to address the issue outside of the climate and trade regimes, for example in 

the G8+5 or the International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP).
313

 

Whatever forum is chosen, it is probably more realistic to start the discussions in infor-

mal settings, and refrain from very technical discussions about the implementation of 

border adjustment measures for the time being.
314

 However, even ‘an informal guide-

line might be very effective as it could enhance the WTO acceptability and certainty of 

any approach [and] could also be effective in limiting the use of border adjustments’.
315

 

6.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, although international coordination may resolve some of the tensions 

surrounding the discussions on border adjustment measures, it may be difficult to initi-

ate. Policy-makers in the EU could start by approaching the new US Administration, al-

though it is likely that border adjustment measures would be part of a larger package of 

issues to be discussed bilaterally. Involving potentially affected countries (e.g. China 

and India) in these discussions makes sense. However, various questions need to be re-

solved, including the forum in which to discuss border adjustment measures (UNFCCC? 

WTO? other?); the level of formality of any output (informal guidelines or a treaty?); as 

well as ways of combining the ‘stick’ of border adjustment measures with ‘carrots’ for 

developing countries. 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

The possible adoption of a domestic emissions trading scheme in the United States has 

accelerated discussions on how to address negative effects on the competitiveness of 

American industries, as well as the related problem of carbon leakage. This report 

sought to analyze various aspects relevant in the discussion on the potential role of one 

of the mechanisms to address the competitiveness and leakage concerns, namely the 

use of border adjustment measures.  

Chapter 2 discussed the most recent developments in the US Congress and the Admini-

stration, and provided insights into the positions of public and private stakeholders. It 

argued that the new Obama Administration will pursue the adoption of a nationwide 

mandatory emissions trading system. Although it will likely have the support of Con-

gress in doing so, it will also face opposition on a number of issues, which may lead to 

difficult compromises. It is likely that a cap-and-trade system would be enacted by the 

end of 2010, reflecting the different interests of the various industries and regions with 

a stake in future legislation. 

Against this background, Chapter 3 examined how border adjustment measures have 

featured so far in the US discussions on federal cap-and-trade legislation. What origi-

nally started as a joint initiative by two private actors (American Electric Power and the 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers) was quickly picked up by members of 

Congress, who included proposals for border adjustment measures in different pieces 

of draft legislation. Although the design of border adjustment measures in the various 

bills displays many similarities, there have been some notable changes in the most re-

cent bills. First, the timing of the introduction of the measure has been brought forward 

(from 2020 to 2014). Second, there is a trend to include a more stringent test for com-

parable action by other countries. Third, some bills include the possibility to extend the 

use of border adjustment measures beyond the usually included group of energy-

intensive products by also including finished goods. Although it is of course too early to 

be certain whether border adjustment measures will be a part of eventual cap-and-

trade legislation, strong support of some members of Congress, as well as some busi-

ness and labor organizations, indicates that there is a reasonable prospect that they 

will. At the same time, however, there is also concern that they could be unnecessary, 

ineffective, detrimental to US relations with other countries and/or counterproductive 

in attempts to develop further the international climate regime. 

Having outlined the border adjustment provisions in the most prominent bill, the Cli-

mate Security Act, Chapter 4 provided a legal assessment of the compatibility of these 

provisions with the law of the World Trade Organization. Some provisions in the Cli-

mate Security Act are likely to be considered a violation of the most-favored nation 

principle of the GATT, as an explicit distinction is made between covered and non-
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covered countries. However, the measure might nevertheless survive a WTO dispute 

claim against it through the environmental exceptions of the GATT. In fact, drafters of 

the bill have opted for such a strategy by including several design features aimed at en-

suring WTO compliance in this way. In spite of these efforts, however, it would be pre-

mature to conclude that any such measure in the final bill will or will not be compatible 

with WTO law. 

The US is not the only country exploring the possibility of complementing a cap-and-

trade scheme with border adjustment measures. Indeed, the US was initially one of the 

possible targets for such measures to be taken by the EU. Therefore, Chapter 5 ana-

lyzed the debate on measures to address carbon leakage in the EU. The use of border 

adjustment measures is now explicitly included in the revised EU emissions trading Di-

rective. However, probably due to political sensitivities, discussions in the EU so far 

have primarily focused on assessing whether – and for which (sub-)sectors – there 

might be a carbon leakage problem, rather than designing measures to address this 

problem. Furthermore, compared to the issue of carbon leakage, competitiveness con-

cerns play a smaller role in the rhetoric surrounding border adjustment measures in the 

EU. 

Given the possible inevitability of countries unilaterally adopting border adjustment 

measures, Chapter 6 explored the prospects and challenges in coordinating their use at 

the international level, in order to avoid negative impacts on climate and trade negotia-

tions, and to ensure that such measures are not used as disguised protectionism. Al-

though coordination between the EU, US and developing countries may be desirable, it 

also raises a number of questions: what exactly should be discussed?; in which forum 

should it be discussed?; what should be the level of formality?; how to combine the 

‘stick’ of border adjustment measures with ‘carrots’ for developing countries?; etc. 

7.2 Policy Recommendations 

Although it is not yet entirely clear whether border adjustment measures will be 

adopted in the US, there are strong indications that they will be part of a future cap-

and-trade scheme. Therefore, it is important to avoid adverse impacts on both climate 

and trade negotiations, and to ensure that the measures are not used for protectionist 

purposes. In this regard, a number of suggestions can be made, relating to both the de-

sign of the measures at the national level and to international coordination to limit the 

use of such measures. 

Design of border adjustment measures in domestic cap-and-trade schemes 

• The possible use of border adjustment measures should be preceded by an exten-

sive and objective examination of the (sub-)sectors at risk of carbon leakage at a 

high level of disaggregation. The use of such measures should be restricted to those 

(sub-)sectors for which no alternative measures are possible or desirable. 
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• The date of entry into effect of border adjustment measures should provide suffi-

cient time for the US Administration to conclude negotiations with other major 

emitters. 

• The determination of comparable action should not simply focus on quantified 

emission reduction or limitation commitments, but should account for the level of 

economic development and capacity to reduce emissions of a country according to 

the principle of ‘common but differentiated responsibilities. Furthermore, the de-

termination should account for long-term emission reduction policies in other 

countries. 

International coordination 

• Informal discussions on the possible use of border adjustments should be initiated 

between at least the EU and the US, but ideally also including potentially affected 

developing countries. In such discussions, the EU and the US should emphasize that 

the possible actual use of border adjustment measures could depend on develop-

ments in international climate change negotiations, and that there would be safe-

guards that the measures will not be used for protectionist purposes. 

• Discussions of border adjustment measures at the international level should be 

linked to positive incentives for developing countries, and address key developing 

country concerns, including the transfer of clean technologies, mechanisms to avoid 

deforestation, and funding for adaptation to climate change. 

7.3 Research Recommendations 

In different parts of this report, we have also pointed to a number of gaps in knowl-

edge. We would therefore like to conclude with a number of recommendations for fur-

ther research: 

• Although there have been numerous claims about the political effects of using bor-

der adjustment measures, the actual perception of stakeholders in affected coun-

tries is still underresearched. Future research efforts could examine whether and to 

what extent countries, in particular in the developing world, perceive the (possible) 

application of border adjustment measures by the US and the EU in terms of trade 

relations (will they result in retaliatory measures?) and the impacts on the positions 

of these countries in the climate negotiations (would the ‘stick’ work or backfire?). 

• As mentioned in Chapter 5, research on possible leakage effects in the US is increas-

ing. These efforts could be intensified, and the risks of carbon leakage could be 

quantified for different (sub-)sectors, as they have been for the EU. 

• A wide range of possible measures to address competitiveness and leakage con-

cerns exist. It is likely that both the US and the EU will opt for a combination of 

measures. This raises questions of finding an ‘optimal mix’ of measures addressing 

leakage in terms of environmental effectiveness, economic efficiency, political fea-

sibility and legal acceptability. Further research could focus more on combining sev-

eral instruments, rather than comparing one against the other. 
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Annex 1. Interviewees 

Name Affiliation Date 

Jonathan Black Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee 

Staff 

16 October 2008 

Kathleen Frangione Senator John Kerry Staff 9 October 2008 

Jennifer Haverkamp Environmental Defense Fund 8 October 2008 

Robert Heilmayr World Resources Institute 6 October 2008 

Gary Clyde Hufbauer Peterson Institute for International Economics 13 October 2008 

Joseph Kruger National Commission for Energy Policy 17 October 2008 

David McIntosh Senator Joseph Lieberman former Staff 8 October 2008 

Kusai Merchant Environmental Defense Fund 8 October 2008 

Darren Samuelsohn Environment & Energy Daily; Greenwire 27 October 2008 

Andrew Shoyer Sidley Austin LLP 13 October 2008 

Darci Vetter Senate Finance Committee Staff 16 October 2008 
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